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This book examines the relationship between 
politics, culture and the environment in Lithuania. 
It is argued that the political system has had the 
greatest impact on culture and the environment in 
Lithuania, while environmental issues and aims 
of independence have been ihe catalyst for change. 
The traditional culture of Lithuania had a 
pantheistic perception of nature which influenced 
their behaviour toward the environment. Religious 
and political changes altered this perception and 
validated development at the expense of the 
environment. A brief political history 
demonstrates the volatile nature of Soviet
Lithuania relationships and the effects that various 
occupations had on Lithuanian culture, and on the 
possible formation of a green movement. Political 
influences from the Soviet Union, since the 
annexation of Lithuania in 1940, have had 
disastrous effects on the environment and 
suffocated Lithuanian culture. The examination 
of the Mateikiai Oil Refinery and the Ignalina 
Nuclear Generating Station indicate some of the 
environmental problems facing Lithuania, as well 
as the obstacles in the path of concerned people 
in attempting to improve the situation. The 
restoration of Lithuania's independence on March 
11, 1990, has given emerging green and reform 
movements the opportunity to publicly protest 
against the environmental crisis and, ultimately, 
the system that allowed the problems to occur on 
such a large scale. Politics has been the most 
influential in the relationship, since it is also 
being used to effect further changes by the new 
opposition groups. The political system of the 
Soviet Union is still powerful and remains a major 
obstacle to the groups who aim to be economically 
and politically independent with a cleaner 
environment . 
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FRONT COVER: A small part of the Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian 

crowds who gathered on September 1, 1988, to protest against the 

continuing pollution of the Baltic Sea. The banner (at the back) reads: 

"The sea is dirty. What about your conscience?" 

PREFACE 

This book serves to illustrate the fervent commitment of 
the Lithuanian people, throughout their long and often tragic 
history, to the principles of social justice and environmental 
integrity. 

Despite the years of occupation under which the Lithuanian 
people have endured, their spirit has continued to shine as a 
guiding beacon to other oppressed peoples of the world. 
Lithuania has led the way among the captive Soviet republics 
in asserting its rightful independence. Encouraged by the 
Lithuanian example, the peoples of Latvia, Estonia, the 
Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, Moldavia and other republics are 
also embarking on a path of emergence from the long 
nightmare of Russian oceupation. 

Throughout this emergence to freedom, the 
environmentalists have played a critical role. Horrified by 
the environmental degradation forced upon them by the 
occupation, the Lithuanian people have struggled to reassert 
their own cultural perspective to the environment; a pastoral 
and gentle perspective that worked in harmony with the 
land. The Green Party rose to prominence through this 
struggle, and today plays an integral role in securing 
Lithuania's freedom. The Lithuanian Greens, through their 
inspiring fight, have won a key place in the annals of the 
Planet's greening. 

I encourage people to read this book to gain a deeper 
understanding of the Lithuanian people and the historic 
precedent they have set for us all. 

Dr. Bob BROWN, M.H.A. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lithuania is a small country situated on the East coast of the 
Baltic Sea. Although once a much larger country, its borders 
now surround an area of 67 785km2 with a population of 
approximately 3.5 million (1984). The country is of interest 
because of its continuing battle for independence, particularly 
since it was incorporated into the Soviet Union by what has 
since been revealed as a secret pact between Hitler and Stalin 
and, later, by staged elections. 

Ideological and political changes in many of the Eastern 
Bloc countries have allowed information about environmental 
problems to surface. In the Soviet Union, such information 
was not disclosed by the Soviet bureacracy. The "opening 
up" of the Soviet administration makes it an opportune time 
to examine the relationship between political ideology and 
the environment. The effects of the Soviet dictatorship on 
Lithuanian cufture will be examined, as will the role of culture 
in effecting further changes for the society. Lithuania was 
chosen for the study because it has been one of the most 
vocal in fighting for cultural, political and economic 
autonomy. 

The aim of this book is to establish the links between politics, 
culture and the environment in Lithuania. It will be shown 
that nature has always been connected with cultural 
identification in Lithuania, even after the pagan traditions 
were no longer practised faithfully. The changes in the 
image people have of nature, it will be argued, has affected 
their behaviour toward the environment, and these 
perceptions have been influenced by the conversion to 
Catholicism and the political takeovers by the Russians. 

Politics is regarded as the major player in the relationship, 
since it has had the power to dictate beliefs and behaviour 
which affect the environment. By dictating certain 
behaviour, such as the use of fertilisers, the political leaders 
of the Soviet Union may have prevented more appropriate 
action toward the environment. That is to say, the 
government's policies toward the environment dictated 
certain behaviour which may not have occurred, on such a 
large scale, had Lithuania remained independent. This has 
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been proven by the increase in outspoken environmental 
activists in Lithuania since the easing of political restrictions 
on the people. 

With a history of a strong connection with nature and 
centuries of care embodied in the soil, Lithuania's economy 
became centred around agriculture during the period of 
independence (I 918-40), following 120 years of control by 
the Czars. The annexation to the Soviet Union, in 1940, brought 
many changes to the Lithuanian people and their 
environment. Agriculture was seen as "backward" by the 
Bolsheviks, who were eager to join, and catch up with, the 
industrialisation process which had encompassed the West. 

In implementing the economic restructuring of Lithuanian 
society, the Soviet leaders also attempted to enforce cultural 
changes which aimed to "internationalise" the republic and 
thereby create the appropriate environment to effect the 
policy of industrialisation. These processes suffocated 
Lithuania's unique culture and the race to industrialise has 
left disastrous effects on the environment. 

For the .discussion of the environmental problems that exist 
in Lithuania, it will be necessary to examine the political 
climate since cultural and environmental changes have 
revolved around possible and actual political changes. 

In order to establish the strong connection between 
Lithuanian people and the land, Chapter one examines the 
ancient system of beliefs which venerated nature and gave 
the pa-gan Lithuanians a pantheistic concept of the 
environment. Contrasted to this are the different perceptions 
of nature held by Catholicism and Marxism. The pagan culture 
was the foundation for a culture, although changed through 
"natural" and "unnatural" processes, that retained much of 
its concern for the natural environment and particular 
traditions in soil conservation. 

Following this, Chapter 2 aims to illustrate the significant 
role of politics in changing the social and physical 
environment of Lithuanian society. It becomes apparent that 
the notion of "progress" is fundamental to Marxist theory, on 
which the Soviet Union is based, as well as to Western 
Capitalism. The chapter includes a brief political history 
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leading up to the annexation of 1940. The volatile nature of 
this politi�al history is important in demonstrating how the 
fight for rndependence has been ongoing and the significance 
this has had for environmental awareness. The cultural and 
environmental . effects of the political changes (facilitated by
the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact) are also. discussed to emphasise 
the impact of politics and illustrate the connection between t 

cul_tural identity and concern for the environment. 
Chapter 3 consists of two case stµdies which give clear 

examples of environmental destruction in Lithuania. The 
first, an overview of pollution caused by the Mazeikiai Oil 
�efine�y,. is_ typical of the problems created by the rapid
mdustnahsauon of a country with minimal natural resources. 
The second study examines the actual and potential ecological 
damage caused by the controversial Ignalina Nuclear 
Generating Station. Also, the social problems created by force� 
immigration of Russians to work at the station. 

Chapter 4 reviews the latest political changes, demonstrating 
once again a significant impact on culture and the natural 
environment. Political reform in the Soviet Union bas lifted 
many of the restrictions suffocating Lithuanian culture and 
the . release of previously secret information has increased 
environmental awareness. Concern for the environment is 
embedded in the Lithuanian culture. However with no 
information and no freedom to voice cnu�1sms an 
�nvironmental movement did not emerge until the mid-i980s, 
m �e wake of 'glasnost' and 'perestroika'... The reform and 
environmental movements are using the political system to 
effect further changes, namely independence and a cleaner 
environment. 

The relationship between politics, culture and the 
environment in Lithuania, then, has involved a strong link 
between culture and the environment, with politics having 
an impact on both. 

The information for this book bas come from a variety of 
texts, articles and communication with Lithuanian people 
living in Hobart and Melbourne. Information on 
�nviron1!1ental problems was scarce and the majority of 
mformauon came from the Brief from the Kaunas Economics 
Institute (KEI) submitted to the Council of Ministers of the 
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Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic in November 1988. Also, 
the subsequent report from the Lithuanian World Community 
(L WC) based on this research, which was submitted to the 
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Meeting 
on the Protection of the Environment in October, 1989, in 
conjunction with the Lithuanian Green Movement. These 
reports form the basis of the case studies given in Chapter 3. 
The L WC and other environmental activists, consider the KEI 
report to represent a fairly accurate picture since it was not 
originally intended for public release.°> 

A research trip to the Lithuanian library in Melbourne, 
Victoria (a resource collection on Lithuania, provided in 
several languages) was useful for obtaining facts on the 
current situation through information bulletins and 
discussions with members of the Lithuanian community which 
were valuable in framing an overall understanding. Although 
some of my perceptions may be contestable, particularly 
regarding the impact of the Catholic Church in Lithuania 
and levels of paganism remaining, they have been formed 
primarily )hrough such discussions with young people who 
have recently migrated to Australia. The Lithuanian Studies 
Society at the University of Tasmania has also been helpful 
in providing reference material. 

• An ancient
century A.D ..

of the casket.

Lithuanian grave, dating back to 1st - 2nd 
Note the jars of food, placed at the head 

1 • Lithuanian World Community; 1989; Degradation of the Envjronment in
Lithuania: Brief of the Lithuanian World Community and the Lithuanian 
Green Movement to the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, 
Meeting on the Protection of the Environment; Sophia, p.4 
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CHAPTER 1 

Traditional and Modern Lithuanian Culture: 

How the Environment fits in 

Perception, Attitude and Action· 

Attitudes and behaviour toward the environment ultimately 
depend on the perceived relationship of people with nature. 
It has been argued that action towa'rd the environment · is 
conditioned by beliefs about our nature and destiny. <2> The 
image a person or society has of nature influences their 
attitude and, therefore, their response to the environment. <3 > 
T�e belief in reincarnation of the spirit into other living 
thmgs held by ancient Lithuanians, together with the 
percept�o� of nature as part of people and people of it (a 
panthe1st1c approachi4> strongly influenced their attitude to 
the environment. The Lithuanian pagans had an image of 
nature as sacred and alive. Such an image gives reasons for 
not approaching nature in the exploitative way which later 
became the dominant response. 

The perception of nature held by the pagans is at the root 
of Lithuanian culture and is therefore important in discussing 
cultural and environmental effects of the political climate. 
T�e image of nature has changed over time and, consequently, 
this led to human induced changes in the natural 
environment. 

The pantheistic perception held by the ancient Lithuanians 
gradually changed following conversion; however, a general 
knowledge of care for the land remained with the people and 
perhaps existed outside the realm of religion since it could 
not find a niche in the Catholic perception of nature. The 
changes to society brought about by the annexation of 
Lithuania to the Soviet Union in 1940 inyolved a new 
2

· White, L., Jr., 1971; 'The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis' in Barr,

3 
J. (ed.), 1971; The Environmental Handbook, FOE, London, p.10

· McLaughlin, A., 1985; 'Images and Ethics of Nature' in Environmental
Ethics; vol.7, p.300

4
· Reese, W L., 1980; Dictionary of Philosophy And Religion: Eastern and

Western Thought Humanities Press, New Jersey, p.409

11 



perception of nature. The Soviet ideology had a strong desire 
for progress and an infinite faith in technology and in nature's 
capacity to provide. The environmental effects of the 
behaviour that followed from these beliefs were greater than 
those caused by the religious change. 

Although it could be argued that Lithuanian people have 
retained some of the images of nature held by the pagans,<5> 
and thus a particular concern for its care, political forces 
have directed behaviour toward the environment. The image 
of nature created by the ideology behind the political system 
has been superordinate to the perceptions held by the people. 
The Soviet image has seen nature as inferior and only as a 
source for improved productivity. <6> Viewed in this way, there
are no boundaries for exploitation and manipulation.<7> 
Friend or Servant? 

Although the Catholic Church is now strong in Lithuania, 
its introduction was not without resistance. As the last country 
in Europe to be converted to Christianity (officially 1387), 
Lithuanian culture still includes remnants of the previously 
pagan way, of life despite the Christian propaganda from the 
Teutonic Order and the more recent pressure from the atheist 
Soviet Union. Their pagan faith appears to have been 
environmentally benign, with people seen as an integral 
part of the equal, although venerated, natural world. These 
beliefs were slow to alter and, in fact, still can be found 
within dainos (son&s) and other myths, fairytales and
traditional practices. > 
5

• Knowledge about environmental management that has roots in the beliefs of
paganism still exists. However it is no longer a matter of religion, it has
become common practice. Further, this knowledge is perhaps limited to
those people living in the country and is tending to exclude young people.
Their concern for, and knowledge about, environmental protection has come
from other sources: mainly through experience of environmental pollution
and an increase in the flow of information in the Soviet Union and from the
West.

6• Kalensnik, S . V. and Pavlenko, V. F., 1976; Soviet Union: A Geographical
Survey; Progress Publication, Moscow, p.128 cited in Thomas, I., 1987; 
Environmental Impact Assessment: Perspectives and Practice; Monash 
University, Aristoc Press, pp.3-4 

7' McLaughlin, A., 1985; p.300 (see note 179)
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Christianity's image of nature did not include the notion of 
animism and this 'made it possible to exploit nature in a mood 
of indifference to the feelings of natural objects'. <9> It does 
not necessarily dictate this behaviour, but it offers no 
resistance.°0

' However, the perception of nature as the servant 
of people meant that progress, particularly the industrial 
revolution, was morally justifiable. What does it matter if 
you destroy the forests, grossly over-use fertilisers and 
thereby pollute the water, and increase construction of 
industry with little control on emissions, if nature is seen 
purely in an instrumental light? However, if people see 
themselves as interconnected with the living earth, 'we could 
no longer justify economic exploitation' since from a pagan 
point of view, 'the ethics of integrity prevents us from 
accepting a solution for someone else that we are unwilling 
to accept for ourselves.•<11> The conversion to Christianity 
then, is important in discussing environmental problems in 
the country since the philosophies behind Catholicism do not 
embody the same level of respect for nature as the pantheistic 
faith of ancient Litliuania. It is also significant to note that 
the official acceptance of the new religion was made for 
political reasons.(1385-87) 

Lithuania's religious tolerance (particularly between 1550-
1580), stemmed from the separation of policy from religious 
ideology 'to each group its own religion'. This was 
instrumental in preventing the complete 8ermeation of the
Catholic attitud�s into Lithuanian culture. 12> Equal rights to 
�11 religions was given in the Charter of 1563 through the 
mfluence of Calvinism which became a popular form during 
the Protestant reformation. The reformation waned quickly, 
8' Kazokas, G., 1982; The Life and Work of M. K. Ciurlionis'; vol 1 M.A.

Thesis, University of Sydney, p.21 
9· White, L., Jr., 1971; pp.10-11 (see note 2)
IO, McLaughlin, A., 1985; p.300 (see note 3)
I 1. Starhawk, 1990; 'Power, Authority, and Mystery: Ecofeminism and Earth

based Spirituality' in Diamond, I. and Orenstein, G. F. (eds.), 1990; 
Reweavin2 the World:The Emer2ence of Ecofeminjsm: Sierra Club Books, San 
Franciso, pp.83-4 

12' Kavolis, V., 1989; 'The Devil's Invasion: Cultural Changes in Early Modern 
Lithuania' in Lituanus; vol.35(4), pp. 10,14 
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lasting only until about 1569.<1 3> 
Ironically, Lithuanians resisted the Christian ideas strongly 

and only became faithful followers of the Christian tradition 
in the nineteenth century. C14> And now there bas been 
widespread resistance from the Catholics in Lithuania against 
the culturally suffocating force of communism since the 1940 
annexing of Lithuania to the Soviet Union. It is only since 
1988 that the estimated three million Lithuanian Roman 
Catholics have been able to practise publicly again and without 
fear. 

The atheist Soviet government closed down the churches 
and banned the practice of religion from 1940 onwards. 
However, the Lithuanian Reform Movement (Sajudis), was 
gradually able to persuade the Lithuanian Communist 
government and the reform-minded Communist Party Chief, 
Algirdas Brazauskas to 'return the Vilnius Cathedral to 
believers as of October 22nd [1988r < 15 > and grant other
concessions. The Cathedral had been converted into an art 
museum in 1950 and its return is one of many changes 
implemented;. in the republic during Gorbachev's perestroika. 

Although the Catholic perception of nature tolerates 
development and exploitation of the environment, the Soviet 
perception imposed on Lithuania in 1940, sanctioned it and 
dictated it. The Soviet government's restrictions on religion 
and other areas of social life led to changes in the people's 
perception of the environment as well. The Lithuanian people 
were instilled with· fear· and were forced to approach the 
environment in a way which may have contradicted with 
their image. Restricted information compounded the problem. 
However, with the recent political changes, the respect for 
nature that is remnant of pagan traditions was able to 
resurface. Politics, then, has always had a significant role in 
the religious and cultural changes and, therefore attitudes to 
the environment in Lithuania. 

13· Jakstas, J., 1969; 'Lithuania to World War I' in Gerutis, A. (ed.), 1969;
Lithuania 700 Years; Manyland Books, New York, pp.75-7 

14
• Kavolis, V., 1989; p.10 (see note 12)

ls. Anon., 1988; 'Lithuanian Cathedral Returned' in BridKes; vol.12(10)1 p.10
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Affinity with Nature: A Friendship 

It is plausible to argue that, the religious practices of ancient 
Lithuania embodied an appreciation and respect for nature 
that supported protection and continuous care for the 
environment. Their belief in the reincarnation of the human 
spirit into trees, flowers, birds and other animals led to a 
strong commitment to their protection. 

It was thought that people were divided into three pans: 
Kunas (the body); Vele (the soul) and Siela (the spirit). The 
Siela was the living power which was reincarnated on the 
earth while the Vele travelled, in the form of a bird, beyond 
the Milky Way .' 16> The most common trees for incarnation 
were Birch, Oak and Ash for men and Linden and Spruce for 
women. The 0� and the Linden, in particular, were highly 
venerated and one was planted each time a child was born. 

At the time of one's birth, a specific tree is assigned 
to one, and it grows imbued with the same life forces 
as its human counterpart.< 17>

The trees were thought of as "mute brothers" and it was 
believed that if the tree was cut down then the person would 
die. Trees, then, were sacred for their connection with 
individuals as well as for their role as an abode for the Siela.

The Lithuanians not only viewed trees as sacred, but whole 
forests, and to cut down any trees from these sacred groves 
was an offence punishable by death.< 13 > The Christians or
'ignorant ones' were forbidden to enter the sacred forests. 
Divine assistance was expected from the virgin forests.<19> These 
sorts of beliefs and prohibitions helped to retain the large 
percentage of virgin forest standing in Lithuania up to the 

16· 'The Milky Way' is called 'The Bird's Way' in Lithuania. Gimbutas, M.,
1963; The Balts: Frederick, A. Praeger, New York; p.190 

17 · Gimbutas, M., 1963; p.191 (see note 16)
18. Kazokas, G.,in prep., PHO thesis, University of Tasmania The sacred

groves allowed areas to be fully preserved while small townships
developed in other areas and timber could be used for building or
furniture. The groves could be likened to National Parks in Australia
(although with more stringent regulations and stronger penalties) with all
organisms within the grove also protected.

19· Gimbutas, M., 1963; p.193 (see note 16)
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sixteenth century. 
Christianity stood in absolute contrast to this paganism since 

it established a dualism of humans and nature and gave humans 
power to exploit nature for their own benefit. 'To a Christian 
a tree can be no more than a physical fact'. The amm1sm was 
replaced by 'the cult of saints'. Th_e Christi�n saint, . ho�ever,
is seen in the likeness of man and his abode 1s not w 1th 1 n the 
tree but in he�ven. '20l He is not nature's brother, he is nature's
master. 

In ancient Lithuania, many gods were worshipped, but Earth 
was the Great Mother (Z em y n a). All life came from her; she 
held the mystery of eternal life. Zemyna was not given an 
anthropomorphic image but existed as an immanent power. 
For the pagans, man and woman were born from t�e earth 
and, with gratitude, they kissed _the earth each mo�mg. �d
night. Nature, represented by Zemyna, w�s the hfe-g1_vmg
force and 'all manifostations of [her] fecundity were lovmgly 
cared for and protected' _c2ll The images of the gods held by 
Lithuanians have definite Indo-European roots, preserving 

· · h 1 h 
<22l the ancienJ trait of connection wit natura p enomena. 

Some area� of soil, rocks and rivers were also sacred. People 
were forbidden to fish in streams situated in the sacredv forests 
or plough in sacred fie!ds. Several rivers are called Sven ta, 
Sventoji, Sventupe or Sventeievis which means holy._ Th�y
were honoured and respected and 'no one dared s01l their 
life-giving water, which had purifying, healing and 
fertilizing properties' .<23> 
For the Lithuanians, man's [or woman's] life was inseparable 
from dainos (songs) which 

reflect these people's feeling of kinship with Mother 
Earth and her many creatures, and appreciation of 
her manifold gifts.c2"l 

20· White, L., Jr., 1971; p.11,14 (see note 2) 
21. Gimbutas, M., 1963; pp.191-3 (see note 16) 
22· Gimbutas, M., 1963; p.199 (see note 16)
23

· Gimbutas, M., 1963; p.193,196 (see note 16)
24· Gimbutas, M., 1963; p.15 (see note 16)
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The Lithuanian pagan religion was sensitive to, and had 
great respect for, nature making daily life environmentally 
benign. The faith in and fear of the gods and the resulting 
image of nature aided the protection of the environment. At 
the time of Marija Gimbutas' research, in 1963, the religion 
still preserved the basic elements of the recorded religions of 
the early lndo-Europeans. And, at the same time, 

remained true to the peasam's perception of the real 
world and to his rich natural environment, sustaining 
his profound veneration for the living land - forests, 
trees and flowers - and his intimate relationship with 
animals and birds. <

25> 

• A Lithuanian child l)eing kidnapped by the Teutonic

Order (around 14th century). - Painting by J. Kosakas

25
· Gimbutas, M., 1963; p.204 (see note 16)
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The Conversion 

Lithuania has been called 'the youngest daughter of the

church' with the official baptism date recorded as 1387 .<26>

The official acceptance of Christianity was made by leaders

for political gain. The Kreva Union Act. 1385, made between

Poland and Lithuania, stated that Jogaila (Grand Duke of

Lithuania) and his · country would convert to Christiani.ty.

The trade-off was that Jogaila would marry the young Pohsh

queen, Jadvyga, and consequently be crowned King of Pol.and.

As a result, Lithuania and Poland were to be ruled as two

separate states with a common king'. <27> Jogaila, then, saw

conversion as a personal and political advantage whereas

Lithuanian rulers before him had found it 

such a political liability that it outweighed the very

real advantages it offered in securing their Polish

authority at home and in dealing with their

neighbours to the West.<28>

Religion and, therefore, cultural practices have been

strongly connected to political decisions in Lithua�ia. �he

decisions regarding whether to convert were made m relation

to what was seen as best for Lithuania politically and without

consideration of the majority of the population. Futhennore,

as pointed out earlier, the religious doctrine or ideolog� chosen

for any society has direct implications for the environm�nt

since it entails a certain perspective of the nature which

influences behaviour toward it.

An ealier decision to embrace Christianity was made some

134 years before Jogailia, but it did not last. Mindaugas,

considered to be the founder of the Lithuanian state, became

a Christian in 1251 and was crowned King of Lithuania in

1253 by Pope Innocent IV. The Christian monarchy was. the

dominant form of government in the West at that time.

However Christianity was abandoned by the new ruling family
' . . d . 1263 <29> 

after Mindaugas. and his sons were assassmate m . 

26. Skabeikis, P. quoted in Editorial, 1987; 'About this Issue' in Lituanus.

33(4), p.5 
27. Sruogiene-Sruoga, V.,1987; 'Jogaila (1350-1434)' in Lituanus, 33(4), p.25

2s. Urban, W., 1987; Jhe Conversion of Lithuania 1387' in Litunaus, 33(4), 

p.13
18 

ln . the thirteenth century, Lithuania was a powerful force,
contmually expanding its boundaries. The Teutonic Order 
used Christian slogans against a resistant Lithuania - the last 

pagans in Europe. Their strong resistance in battle prevented 
the total expansion on the Order. <30> Lithuania, then, fought 
hard to retain its pagan identity, and this resistance continued 
among the people despite the official policy. 

�onversion to the Catholic faith through the Teutonic 
Knights would have probably led to the total destruction of 
Lithuania, while baptism into the Eastern Rites was not an

attractive option. The most suitable option appeared to be 
acceptance of Christianity through union with Poland. <31

J This
bapp.ened via the marriage of Jogaila and Jadvyga in 1385,
startmg the Jagellian dynasty which continued in Lithuania
Poland until 1572. 

The Bishopric of Vilnius was established on February 1, 
1387, and all pagan practices were forbidden. However, 
paganism clandestinely continued into the twentieth 
century .C32l Today, the Catholic church is the largest institution 
in the republic.<33l In 1940, 85.5% of the population considered
themselves Catholics,<34

l a figure which has remained at the 
same · level. Its dominance was not immediate since the 
i�filtration of _Christian practices into the population was
difficult - particularly because of language barriers and a 
strong resistance from the country people. 
29

' Suiiedelis, S., 1965; 'Lithuania from Medieval to Modern Times: A 
Historical Outline' in Vardys, V. S. (ed.), 1965; Lithuania Under the 
Soviets: Portrait of a Nation, 1940-1965: Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 
p.4

30
· The northern branch of the Teutonic Order was defeated by King Mindaugas

in 1236. Gimbutas, M., 1965; pp.172.176 · (see note 16)
31 · Sruogiene-Sruoga believes that the honour of bringing Christianity to the

last pagan nation must have been attractive to the Poles. Sruogiene-Sruoga, 
V., 1987; p.25 (see note 27) 

32• Sruogiene-Sruoga, V., 1987; p.27 (see note 27)
33· Suziedelis, s., 1987: The Meaning of 1387' in Lituanus. 33(4), p.8
34

' Pugevi�ius, C., 1984; 'Introduction' in Chronicle of the Catholic Church in 
Lithuania; no.63, July 1, p.1 (Translated American Publication: November
15, 1984) and Savasis, J., 1966; The War Azainst God in Lithuania; 
Manyland Books, New York, p.13 
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While the Christian faith infiltrated the palaces of 
the nobility and the cities, the villagers retained

, • • (35) the old rehg10n for many more centuries. 
Some Marxists have argued that, 

the Church was an important pillar of the upper 
classes in upholding a feudal system based on the 
grievous exploitation of the peasant masses by a land

holding elite.C36> 

Some other writers have argued that the introduction of
Catholicism brought with it aspects of the Polish culture to
the detriment of the native language and culture. Others s.ee
it as a maJ· or factor in 'the eventual subjugation of Lithuama,

l. . l . f p 1 d' C37> particularly after 1569, to the po 1t1ca interests o o an . 
The criticisms are generally dismissed by Suziedelis, who

argues that, 
the Church, like other medieval institutions, was a 
product of its times, and carried with it some of the 
social inequities and national prejudices of the age.'38

>

This is. perhaps true but it must be re�ognised that
Christianity played a significant role in the atlltudes of t�at
age . The doctrine, which provided the basis for everyday hfe
(and still does although it is not usually referred to as
Christianity), perceived nature as the servan[mof peo�l� 3!1d 

established man's domination over nature. Chnsuan1ty
therefore accommodated the scientific revolution which was

. . ' 1 ,c4o) For 
dominated by a faith m perpetua progress 
McLaughlin., once a society has th� .instrumen.tal image of
nature (such as implicit in the Chnstian doctrine) then the
'thirst for power over nature develops, albeit slowly at fir�t,
into a ravenous hunger•.C41> So, although it does not necessarily
follow that such a perception will dictate certain

3S. Gimbutas, M., 1965; p.179 (see note 16) 
36· Suziedelis, S., 1987; P.9 (see note 33)
37 • Suiiedelis, S., 1987; P.9 (see note 33)
38· Suziedelis, S., 1987; P.10 (see note 33)
39. White, L., Jr., 1971; pp.10-11 (see note 2)

40. White, L., Jr., 1971; pp.10-11 (see note 2)
41. McLaughlin, A., 1985; pp.300-1 (see note 2)
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environmentally unsound behaviour, it is likely, since there is no resistance to it and eventually the desire to dominateand develop is paramount. 
As mentioned previously, the interpretation of life andnature given by Christianity gives people mastery over nature. This is usually attributed to the passage from Genesis 1 :28 -

'Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdueit and have dominion over every ... living thing'.c42> According
to the Christian account of creation, God created all nature
for man;<43> every physical creation was designed specifically
for the benefit of man and for no other purpose.<44> The 
introduction of such a profoundly different religious philosophy into Lithuania was bound to take a long time to infiltrate the whole society. Thus, a particular variety ofCatholicism developed in Lithuania. Although the Christian perception is likely to lead to environmentally unsound behaviour, the fact that pagan traditions and values were incorporated into Lithuanian Catholicism meant that naturewas taken into account more seriously. A concern demonstrated by the formation of an Environmental ProtectionAct just prior to annexation. (See page 33) 

Acceptance of Roman Catholicism increased in the sixteenthcentury when Lithuania realised that it was necessary for gaining Polish help in the contest with Moscow. Faith became stronger as Roman Catholicism came to represent national sentiment in Lithuania.<45> Again the official religion was
chosen and upheld on political grounds with direct effectsfor the environment. As Roman Catholicism became more
dominant, 'it was, in tum, used as a political weapon. 
Political Dominion 

In this century Roman Catholicism has become an integralpart of Lithuanian culture and efforts were made, after the annexation in 1940 (see Chapter 2), to suffocate this faith andany remaining pagan traditions, provoking a strong
42

· Kalensnik, S . V. and Pavlenko, V. F., 1976; p.3 (see note 6)
43

· For the purposes of the discussion of Christian ethics, man and nature are
taken to be separate entities. 

44· White, L., Jr., 1971; p.11 (see note 2)
45· Urban, W., 1987; p.21 (see note 28)
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nationalistic response. The official statements from Moscow 
cannot hide the fact that the Lithuanian people have been 
the victims of cultural, political and ethnic genocide.<46

) 

The Christian dogma began to create changes in Lithuanian 
attitudes toward nature, yet the gravest environmental damage 
has occurred· under the Soviet Union dictatorship. The nature 
of communism in the Soviet Union compounds the 
environmental problems experienced in the Christian West 
for Lithuania, since no limiting forces (such as pressure 
groups) were placed on its leaders' desires for power and 
progress. The people were unable to express concern for the 
environment because the Marxist image of nature advocates 
environmental destruction for the sake of productivity, and 
this was the perception of the powerful political leaders. 
Politics, then, has been the ultimate master in Lithuania, with 
nature (including people) its servant. 

White's assertion that communism espouses a similar 
philosophy of progress as the "Christian" West,C47

l which is 
seen to accommodate the domination of nature, can be 
supported by the environmental destruction in Lithuania as 
well as other republics of the Union. According to Shtromas, 
the Soviet leaders no longer believe in Communist ideals and · 
function only to retain power.<4B) 

The view of nature given by Marxist theory, that nature is 
there to be used, justified the rapid industrial growth in the 
Soviet Union. In an effort to keep up with the West, the 
Soviet Union has taken many "short cuts", in planning and 
construction of industry, for example, which have had a 
detrimental effect on nature. (See Chapter 3) The government 
was able to enforce the behaviour toward the environment 
that results from such a perception and any other images of 
nature became subordinate. 

Action, which is clearly a consequence of a different 

46
· Silbajoris, R., 1983; 'Introduction' in Silbajoris, R. (ed.), 1983; Miru1

Aninst the wan: Essays on Lithuanian Culture Under Soviet Occupation;
Institute of Lithuanian Studies Press, Chicago, p.9

4 7 
· White, L., Jr., 1971; p.10 (see note 2)

48· Shtromas, A., 1983; 'Official Soviet Ideology and the Lithuanian People' in
Silbajoris, R. (ed.), 1983; pp.57-73 (see 6) 
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perception of the environment, has begun to resurface in 
Lithuania in the form of a green movement. This perception 
of the environment has been enhanced by a growing 
awareness of environmental problems and of the finite 
capacity of nature to support the needs of the modem world. 
Green movements, recognising that a different perception of 
nature is required, have begun to look back to the images 
held by pagan societies like Lithuania. <49> It is likely that the 
Lithuanian Greens and their supporters are looking back to 
their roots and beginning to look at nature with a similar 
perspective. This image will, of course, be fundamentally 
different, owing to cultural changes and the level of the 
destruc.tion they have witnessed. 

Nationalism, together with concern for ecological problems, 
has provided a focus for reform. The new pressure groups 
are using the political system to make changes (see Chapter 
4) and are developing a new image of the environment which
should lead to a different approach. That is not to say that
environmental problems will no longer exist, only that, with
a new perspective, the scale of the damage will decrease.

• Emperor Louis IV

Altenburg (master of

crusade in Lithuania

reprod uced from

("the Bavarhm"), g1vmg Dietrich von 
the Teutonic Order) a free hand to 
(1337). This illustration has been 
the original Royal mandate. 

49
· Starhawk, 1990; p.75 (see note 11)
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CHAPTER 2 

The Effect of Political Dominion on Culture and 

the Environment 

The Significance of Politics 

It has been argued that, in the interaction between politics, 
culture and the environment, it is politics which has been 
the most significant. The political relationships between 
Russia (which later became the Soviet Union) and Lithuania 
are particularly relevant to t.h�s bo?k �ince_ the?' de�onstrate
the volatile nature of the political situat10n m Lithuama. The 
country has been subject to frequen� changes in extern�l 
control, with pressure to change commg from the Teuto�ic 
Order, Poland, Germany and most importantly, the Soviet 
Union. 

The brief political history provided in this chapter 
demonstrates that Russia had a desire to expand its territory, 
particularly to the Baltic coast, in order t? �xploit the ice-free 
ports, for several centuries. The co�flictmg nature of t�e 
relationship has, most often, placed Russia (a�d later the So�iet 
Union) in a position of dominance. The penods of occupati?n 
under the Soviets (or the threat of this possibility) are crucial 
in establishing the effects on culture and the environment. 

The environmental problems in Lithuania have been 
compounded by the pro-industrial policies of the Soviet Union 
and the policy of "internationalism", which includes processes 
of indoctrination and russification. These processes have 
prevented public criticism on environmental issues. 

It could be argued that the threat of occupation by a country 
might distract the government, or the populati�n, fro� other 
issues such as the environment. So, even dunng penods of 
self-determination, environmental issues do not receive the 
attention they might deserve. This could be said for Lithuania 
during the period between the mid-fifteent� century a?d 
mid-eighteenth century before the first oc_cupation_ by Russia,
and again during the twenty-two year penod of mdependence 
before the second occupation. 

The periods of occupation had a similar effect, ho�ever it 
was not the threat of invasion that prevented such mterest, 
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but rather the restricted freedoms under the regime and the 
fear of breaking those restrictions. The Lithuanian 
governments during the occupations were mere mouth pieces 
for the central leaders and were unable to confront them on 
environmental issues even if they had a desire to do so. The 
secrecy of the administration and the fear that was instilled 
in the Lithuanian population inhibited public criticism of 
the government regarding the environmental problems that 
they witnessed. 

This precarious political situation in Lithuania could be seen 
to conflict with the inter-generational nature of 
environmental management, whereby conservation and 
protection of the environment focuses on the long term.'50>
That is to say, that under the threat of occupation, people 
may be sceptical of preserving for future generations since 
their efforts may be thwarted by future Soviet, or other, 
policies. Alternatively, if it were possible to actively protest 
during the periods of occupation, action toward the 
environment may be considered futile by the populatioI' since 
they had no control over longer term poHcy decisions. 

This volatile political situation, which distracted attention 
from environmental issues and restricted freedom of speech, 
thus inhibited the formation of organised groups, such as a 
green movement, to actively petition for a cleaner 
environment as bad occurred in the West. Furthermore, the 
arrest and deportation or imprisonment of the outspoken 
intelligentsia by the Soviet Union between 1940 and 1983 
significantly reduced the base for such a movement. For 
example, one in ten members of the Writer's Union was 
incarcerated in 1948.<51 > The Writer's Union has since been 
publicly critical of environmental problems and the system 
that has caused them. During independence, the intelligentsia 
were extremely nationalistic and strongly orientated toward 
50• The notion of stewardship of the environment for the benefit of future

generations is a major concern of environmental management. This is 
demonstrated by the first goal of the U. S. National Environmental Policy 
Act 1969. It states; '(1) fulfil the responsibilities of each generation as 
trustee of the environment for succeeding generations'. 

5 I. Girnius, K. K., 1986; 'Soviet Terror in Lithuania During the Post-War
Years' in Lituanus; vol.32(4); p.40 
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the West. <S2> It is precisely the intelligentsia and activists
who are most often critical of government policy on the 

environment in Western countries. 
Therefore, the history of the political relationship between

Lithuania and the Soviet Union is important since it strongly
influences the link between culture and the environment in 

Lithuania. The political situation has suffocated concern for
the environment. The policies of the Soviet Union toward 

Lithuania since annexation in 1940 made it difficult for the 

republic to maintain a sense of cultural identity of which the 

environment is part. The policies, which severely restricted

the freedom enjoyed during independence and in the West,
prevented the formation of a green movement any earlier
than 1988. 

The latest political decisions have further changed the nature
of society and attitudes to the environment in Lithuania, since
they have faciJjtated the expression of concern regarding
the problems. Gorbachev's "glasnost" (openness) and 

"perestroika" (reform) have lifted some of the restrictions
and thus enabled the formation of various reform movements,
including the Lithuanian Green Party. These changes, then,
have created a political environment which is more 

accommodating of pressure groups. Further, since the victory
of the reform movement, S;yudis, in the March 11 1990
elections, independence has become a reality. Confidence in
being able to preserve for future generations may also have 

aided the popular support of the Lithuanian greens. The

road to independence and the formation of various groups
espousing both independence and environmental protection
·will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
Russian-Lithuanian Relations 

Lithuania, with its continuing desire for autonomy, has been
consistent in fighting invading forces from surrounding
nations. Independence has been intermittent for the country,
with occasional Polish unions and both German and Soviet 

occupations. 
Serious conflict between Lithuania and Russia may have 

52· Vardys, V., 1965; 'Independent Lithuania: A Profile' in Vardys, V.(ed.),

1965; p.28 (see note 29) 
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be�un _in . �499 with the breaking of the Peace Act of 1494.
T�1s s1gmf1ed the intent of the Grand Duchy of Moscow to
g;1.1n control over the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. <53> Another
treaty . betw�en Lithuania and Moscow recognising Lithuania's
sovereign _ngbts. was signed in 1920. However, relations
b.etween L1thuama and Moscow continued in· the same vein 

smce sub�equent Russian leaders of the latter refused to
honour either agreement . 

Po�itical relations between Lithuania and Moscow have been
dommat�� by contin�ing _dec��tion by the latter. Although
the. pohc1es on ethnic mmonties in the Soviet Union have

v�ned �etween leaders, it is apparent that the annexation of
Ltthuarua (al.ong wit� other republics) has been a priority
for a l�ng tune, particularly due to its strategic position on 

the Balt1c Sea. 
Political Situation between 1410-1918 

Lithuania reached its greatest power under Grand Duke

Vytautas: while Joga�la remained King of Poland. Vytautas
was obliged to contmue the close relationship with Poland 

although he . tend�d to act independently from the King. Unde;
Vytautas, Ltthuama checked the Tatar invasion of the Christian 

West and defeated the Germans in the great battle of
Tannenberg in 1410.<54>

Dispute with the Teutonic Order finally ended with the 'Peace

A�t of .Melno 1422' which sfesulted in a winding border between 

Ltt�uama and th�
6 

Order.< > This, together with the 'Horodle 

Umon Act 1413•< > strengthened the Lithuanian nation and

confirmed its independence from Poland.
Vytautas elevated Lithuania to a position of eminence in

Eastern Europe through his successful battles and negotiations.
53· Jakftas, J., 1969; p.69-70 (see note 13)
54· Suziedelis, S.,1965; p.4-5 (see note 29)
ss. The border, lasting until 1919, was one of the most permanent in Europe 

Jakstas, J., 1969; p.64 (see note 13) 
. 

56'
_
Although the Act stated that after Vytautas's death, Lithuania would be 
mde�ndentl! rul�d by a separate Grand Duke, it also stipulated that
Jogaila or his herrs would designate the heirs of Vytautas. So, effectively, 
the Act acknowledged a separate Lithuanian state within the Union of 
Poland. Jilltas, J., 1969 p.65 (see note 13) 
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He intended to take Moscow, but was restrained by family
ties.<S7J His connections gave him considerable power and

many Russian dukes claimed loyalty to hi.m. Wit� this
widespread support, Vytautas prepared for his coronauon as
King of Lithuania despite the protes!s �f Jogaila. and th.e. Poles. 
Only his death prevented the reahsation of his ambIUon to
have Lithuania become a Kingdom.<58> 

The new Grand Duke, Svitrigaila, was soon ousted by a Polish
conspiracy due to his ind�p�ndent . polici�s: . Zygim�ntas
followed with pro-Polish pobc1es while Sv1tnga1la contmued
to rule the Russian lands. The opposition divided Lithuania

· f · · 1 <59> v· t for the first time, almost to the pomt o c1v1 war. 1c ory

at the battle of Pabaiskas in 1435, with Polish support, restored
the union with Poland which lasted, with interruptions, until
both nations lost their independence.'60>

Lithuania's concern for independence had always been
strong and continued in the fifteenth century. The noble�
aimed to govern through participatory democracy, so a cou?cil
of nobles formed and became the government authority,
assuming " the rights of the Grand Duke. The council
represented the beginnings of democra�y, however as a feudal
society, the serfs belonged to their nobles and had no
participatory role. The council began an independent rule,
leading to disputes over territory with Poland be�ween 144_8
and 1458. The Lithuanian council tried hard to reiterate their
independence from, and equality with, Poland.<61 > The intent

of the grand Duchy of Moscow to gain control over the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania became obvious toward the end of the
fifteenth century .<62> · 

Alexander's reign (ending in 1506) wavered between war
and peace. He intended war but also intended to marry the

57 · Vytautas's daughter was the widow of Duke Basil of Moscow and

consequently, Vytautas became the guardian of his grandson, and heir to

the Moscow throne, Basil II. Jilltas, J., 1969; p.65 (see note 13)

58· Jakstas, J., 1969; p.65-6 (see note 13)
59, Jakstas, J., 1969; p.66 (see note 13)
60. Jakstas, J., 1969; p.66 (see note 13) 
6 1. Jakltas, J ., 1969; p.68-9 (see note 13)
62. Jakstas, J., 1969; p.70 (see note 13)
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daughter of Grand Duke Ivan III of Moscow. As a condition of 
his daughter's hand in marriage, Ivan III demanded that · a 
peace agreement be signed. The agreement, known as the 
Peace Act of 1494, stipulated that all Lithuanian territory 
captured or peacefully surrendered to Russia was to be 
acknowledged as the possession of the Grand Duchy of 
Moscow.<631 

It appears that Ivan III had no feeling of kinship to his 
new son-in-law, Alexander, since he continued to take land. 
and initiated open warfare in 1499-1500. Lithuania lost the 
first battle without the support of Poland.<64

l

Agricultural reform occurred particularly under one of the 
last two descendents of Jogaila, Sigismund August (1548-72). 
Although lumber was in high demand during this time, the 
forests were not neglected. They were measured, categorised 
and guarded. The nobles were forbidden from using the forest 
for their own purposes.'65> 

The son of Ivan III, Ivan the Terrible, continued as his 
father had done, pushing into the Baltic through Livonia 
(now Estonia and Latvia) in 1558.<66> Lithuania signed an 
agreement with Livonia and thus the wars with Moscow were 
renewed in 1562. Lithuania had increased its area, now 
including Livonia, which made it harder to defend all 
boundaries. Another alliance with Poland was urged to enable 
stronger and more organised defences.<61 >

Threatened by the growing power of Russia, Lithuania 
formed the union with Poland in 1569, known as the Union of 
Lublin.<68

) The ·commonwealth of Lithuania-Poland countered 
the Russian force in the twenty-four year war with Czar Ivan 
IV (Ivan the Terrible). <69

l. The union, or commonwealth en
dured for two centuries until, with its power weakened, it was 
partitioned between Russia, Prussia and Austria in 1772, 1792 
63· Jakstas, J., 1969; p.70 (see note 13) 
64· Jakstas, J., 1969; p.71 (see note 13)
65· Jakstas, J., 1969; pp.74-5 (see note 13)
66· Suziedelis, S.,1965; p.6 (see note 29) 
67

· Jakstas, J., 1969; pp.78-9 (see note 13)
68· Jilltas, J ., 1969; pp.78-9 (see note 13)
69· Suziedelis, S.,1965; p.6 (see note 29)
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and 1795. 
Precarious political relationships between Moscow and 

Lithuania continued into the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Moscow invaded Lithuania in 1655-61, with many 
Lithuanian casualties; and again in 1701-21 when a lot of 
Lithuanian land went to Russia. Most of Lithuania was taken 
over by Russia when the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
was partitioned in 1795. The Czarist occupation lasted 120 
years (1795-1915). During this time, russification . and
colonisation policies were implemented for the first ume. 
There was even an attempt to change the name of Lithuania 
in order to suffocate the spirit of the people.<10l

These policies aimed to dampen cultural identity which is 
strongly linked to attitudes to the environment. These 
infringements of human rights were the beginnings o! a 
swell of opposition which was violently expressed at first. 
Later, under the Soviets, opposition was suppressed and has 
only recently surfaced without fear or retaliation. The 
opposition to the culturally suffocating policies of the Czars 
and the Soviet Union formed the basis for the green movement 
in Lithuania. 

In the nineteenth century, resistance took the form of 
rebellions in 1831 and 1863 which were suppressed by Russian 
force. The Lithuanian language was banned from schools and 
the University of Vilnius was closed. The printing of books 
and newspapers in the Latin alphabet were banned between 
1865 and 1904. These measures attacked the very essence of 
the society, they changed the way of life considerably. 

Lithuania declared self rule during the first Russian 
revolution in 1905, but it could not be put into effect. Later, 
World War I brought changes that led to demands for complete 
independence. Germany occupied Lithuania between 19_15
and 1918 but, following its defeat in the war, could not colonise 
the country. The nationalistic movement in Lithuania, which 
later advocated environmental reform as well, was inspired 
by a speech from Woodrow WHson on January 1917. His speech 
pointed to the right of nations to be self-determined. Later 
that year, Lithuania renewed its restoration for independence 

7o. Suziedelis, S.,1965; p.6 (see note 29)
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at the congress of national minorities in Russia_C1 1
J

In 1917, Lenin publicly acknowledged the right of self
determination for all nations of Russia. This claim was a 
mask for his real intention to keep the Soviet Union undivided. 
For Lenin, such independence was only possible in a socialist 
setting_P2> The Commissar for Lithuanian affairs later made 
this clear in the following statement, 

We recognise the right of self-determination for all 
nations, but this does not mean independence .... We 
have in mind the needs of nations and of the 
Lithuanian proletariat. Since m an independent 
Lithuania these needs might suffer, we reject 
independence and fight against it.c73

l

Rejecting any union with Russia or Germany, Lithuania 
declared its independence on February 16, 1918, 're
establishing an independent, democratically ordered 
Lithuanian state with Vilnius as its capital'. <74l, The fight for 
independence did not end there, with invasion from Russia, 
Germany and Poland; all eager to take control of Lithuania.<75l

In 1918, to appease German forces, the Lithuanian council 
asked Prince von Urlich to become the new monarch, King 
Mindaugas II. The invitation was later withdrawn. Lithuania 
was firstly governed by a presidential triumvirate. One of 
the members, Antanas Smetona, later became sole President 
in 1919. He was succeeded by Alexsandras Stulginskis in 1920 
but returned as President in 1926. 
Independence: 1918-1940 

Lithuania's success in regaining independence in 1918 was 
largely due to its favourable position after World War I. Both 
Russia and Germany collapsed and could not enforce their 
will on the Baltic states. Thus, in September 1921, Lithuania 
was accepted as a member of the League of Nations. Official 
recognition from the United States came later in July 1922 
7 1. Suziedelis, S.,1965; pp.7-9 (see note 29) 
72· Slavenas, J., 1983; 'Russian Communism and Lithuanian Nationalism' in 

Silbajoris, R.(ed.), 1983; p.20 (see note 46) 
73· Suiiedelis, S.,1965; p.9 (see note 29)
74

· Suziedelis, S.,1965; p.12 (see note 29)
75· Suziedelis, S.,1965; pp.12-16 (see note 29)
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and from France and England in December of that year.<76
l In 

that year, Lithuania issued its own currency which cemented 
its economic and politica1<77l autonomy. 

Although Lithuania did not have a tradition of self
government, all groups participating in the national revival 
favoured the formation of a democratic state. The organised 
authoritarianism that developed in Lithuania, occurred only 
after independence was won.<7Sl 

A Constituent Assembly was fonned with an estimated 85-90 
percent · of voters casting their ballots. The Constiuent 
Assembly reflected the ethnic, political and ideological 
diversity in Lithuania. This resulted in internal conflict since 
some policies estranged some sectors of society. In particular, 
some policies seemed to benefit the Communist Party almost 
exclusively. The activities aroused fears of Communist 
domination, particularly among the youth, who arranged 
demonstrations ,<79

l 

It can be seen that the threat of Communist domination 
remained a reality for the people of Lithuania. The internal 
strife which resulted from these fears, would have distracted 
the government and the population from issues such as the 
environment. The demonstrators were more concerned with 
protecting their nation from communism, and the government 
with social order, than the environment. It must also be 
noted that due to agricultural nature of society, that 
environmental problems would not have been severe, 
especially without the use of chemical fertilisers. 

During Lithuania's period of independence (1918-1940) the 
government carried out a programme of fundamental social 
and economic reform.cso) They adopted a democratic 
constitution, a land refonn act was passed and industrial output 
increased. 

The principal component of the programme was the land 
76· Suziedelis, S.,1965; pp.18-19 (see note 29)

77 · Didelis, V., 1990; 'Lithuania - Out of the Pit and no Stepping Back' in

Jauzinios: no.27, April, p.6 
78· Vardys, V., 1965; p.30 (see note 52)
79· Vardys, V., 1965; pp.30-5 (see note 52)
80· Vardys, V., 1965; p.23 (see note 52) 
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reform which had far-reaching social, economic 
environmental and political results. It stilled land hunger of 
the .peasants and . es.tablished the middle-sized family farm.
Previously, the maJonty of land was in the hands of a small 
group of Russian and Polish landlords. The redistribution 
raised .many farmers to a new status of respectability and
self-reliance and eliminated the influence of the foreign 
owners, thereby destroying the basis of feudalist conservatism. 
Thus, the reform led to changes in attitudes and conditions 
which facilitated an increase in crop yields thereby 
improving the economy .<81

l

I_n the lat� 1920s, . the government decided to develop the
dairy and hvestock mdustry in Lithuania. The Communists 
�egard�d this as "backward" and began industrialisation
1mmed1ately after the annexation in 1940. However, it is 
apparent that the independent government's decision was 
appropriate for Lithuania since the land · did not (and still 
does not) contain the raw materials for heavy industry.<82

l

The power resources for a more radical industrial 
development were too scarce and too expensive. Industrial 
?utput was increased during this period, but this was mainly 
m the food and clothing industries. Importantly since the 
Lithuanian governments of the 1920s and 1930s were 
orientated toward agriculture and were conservative in their 
finances, significant investment capital was not created to 
expand those resources. cs3

) Thus, independent Lithuania was 
not a progress-orientated capitalist state and it could be argued 
that, therefore, environmental damage to the country would 
have been . far less s�vere . had the occupation not taken place.
�chools usmg the Lithuaruan language were re-opened during 
mdependence which aided the re-building of national culture 
and a more favourable attitude toward the environment. 

Toward the end of independence, an Environmental 
�rot�ction Act :was form�lated, but Soviet occupation prevented
its 1mplementat10n. This concern for the environment might 
suggest that pagan traditions were no longer effective in 
81. 

Vardys, V., 1965; p.23 (see note 52) 
82· Vardys, V., 1965; p.25 (see note 52) 
83· Vardys, V., 1965; p.25-7 (see note 52)
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protecting nature. However, it could also be argued that i
d
t

was because of the remaining pagan traditions, which ha 
been absorbed into the new Catholic perception, that such
action toward the environment was taken. It also. demonstr�tes
the people's commitment to conserve; a . comm1tme�t which
became an obligation to people, other species and their shared
environment, rather than a duty to the gods. . As noted earlier, the consistent effort of L1thuamans to
reclaim independence, came to fruition by 1?20.c84> In t�e
same year, Lithuania signed a peace t!eaty .�1th. Moscow m 
which the Soviet Union recognised Lithuama � mdepende?ce
and self-government and re�ounced. for all . ume �overfs�n
Russian rights to the Lithuaman natl�n �nd it� te.mtory, a
renunciation that the Soviets broke with 1mpumty m 1940. 
The Molotov Ribbentrop Pact Of 1939 

The pact between Nazi Germany and the Soviet Un�o� in 
1939 (u�ually named after the two countries' Foreign �1m�ters
_ Molotov and Ribbentrop) facilitated the susequent mvas1ons
f the Red Army into the Baltic States and the forced

�nnexatioils of those States to the Soviet _Dnion.. The
incorporation of the Baltic states into the Soviet Um�n was
illegal and prohibited by intemation�l law. .Legal hterat�re
(including that from the Soviet Umon) . descnbes annex�tlon
as forcible incorporation; an act of violence, a?d actively
condemns the practice. In the case. of the Balt�c�, general
"elections" were rigged by the Soviets to leg1t1m�te the
annexation. According to Lapradelle, an authority on
international law:

Never before had an occupying powe� 
general elections in an occupied country . mcreate an elective parliament charged with 
of voting incorporation of its country. cs6Y occupymg one. 

arranged
order to
the task

in the

84. The official date of independence is February 16, 1918 which is celebrated
as the National holiday. However, the declaration did not result in
immediate political independence. The process of regaining full autonomy
took almost 4 years. Didelis, V., 1990; p.6 (see note 77)

85. Gerutis, A., 1969; 'Independent Lithuania' in Gerutis, A. (ed.), 1969
(1984); p.164 (see note 13)
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The first Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement, signed on August
23, 1939, was known as the 'Treaty of Nonaggression Between
Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics'. C87> The
secret protocols divided Poland and the Baltic States between
Germany and the Soviet Union. Lithuania was to fall into a 
German 'sphere of influence'.<83>

The Pact gave Germany the ability to attack Poland without
fear of Soviet retaliation. <89> Thus, on September 1, Germany
invaded Poland and World War II commenced. Later that
month, the Soviet Union also invaded Poland and the Red 
Army occupied Vilnius (temporarily in Polish territory).<90>

After the collapse of Poland on September 25, 1939, Moscow
proposed that Lublin and part of Warsaw be included in the
German share while, in return, Lithuania would be
relinquished to the Soviet Union. Germany eventually agreed
and signed the 'Secret Supplementary Protocol' on September
28 which gave the Soviet Union rights to all but a strip of
Lithuania which the Soviets promised not to occupy and ceded
it to Germany.<91 > 

Following this, Molotov sought to have the agreement revised
again. After protracted negotiations, Germany agreed to accept
compensation for the remaining Lithuanian territory. A third
secret protocol was signed on January 10, 1941.<92> The protocol
stated that

86. 

87. 

88. 
89. 
90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics is prepared to compensate the Government
of the German Reich for the territory mentioned in
Point 1 of this Protoco1C93> by paying 7,500,000 gold
dollars or 31,500,000. Reichsmarks to Germany .c94> 

Krivickas, D., 1989; 'The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of 1939: Legal andPolitical Consequences' in Lituanus: vol 35(2); p.22
Krivickas, D., 1989; p.10 (see note 86)
Tuskenis, E., 1986; 'Critical Dates and Events' in Lituanus; vol.32(4); p.5Krivickas, D., 1989; p.11 (see note 86)
Tuftenis, E., 1986; p.5 (see note 88)
Krivickas, D., 1989; pp.14-17 (see note 86)
Krivickas, D., 1989; pp.17-19 (see note 86)
The strip of Lithuanian territory ceded to Germany in the 'Secret
Supplementary Protocol' of September 23, 1939.
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Under Soviet pressure, Lithuania also signed a pact on October

10, 1939, known as the 'Treaty of the Transfer of Vilnius and

Soviet-Lithuania Mutual Defence and Assistance' _<95> The secret

protocols of the Molotov-R ibbentrop pact demonstrate that

the Soviet Union had no intention of honouring the mutual

assistance agreement with Lithuania. The Soviet-Lithuania

pact gave the S'oviet Union the right to maintain Soviet land,

navy and air bases in the Lithuanian territory .C96> Ultimately,

the pact with Lithuania served only to camouflage Stalin's

imperialistic aim to control the Baltic region. 

In violation of both the Peace Treaty of 1920 and the October,

1939 pact, the Soviet Union had begun the process of annexing

Lithuania. The intent of the Soviet Union to expand its

boundaries to the Baltic Sea was made clear by Molotov who

stated that, 
since the reign of Peter the Great, one of the chief

objectives of the Russian .- state had been the control

of the Baltic area.<97>

Stalin, who did not want to publicly profess his aggressive

policies, disguised his objective of re-acquiring Lithuania and

the other Baltic States. The cover involved accusing the

Smetona regime of offences against the Soviet Union. The

Soviets insisted that their actions were liberating the "masses"

from "fascism" (referring to Smetona's right-wing policies).C98>

Slavenas describes the paradox of these claims; 

While in theory, Soviet rule in Lithuania has

emancipated the "masses", in practice a regime came

in to existence that did not allow the implementation
. · · (99) 

of the freedoms guaranteed by its own constituuon. 

94· Krivickas, D., 1989; p.19 · (see note 86)
9S. Tuskenis, E., 1986; p.5 (see note 88) Both Latvia and Estonia signed

similar pacts with the Soviet Union.
96· Nahaylo, B. and Swoboda, v .• 1990; Soyjet Disgnjon· A HistoIY of the

Natjonalities Problem in the USSR: Hamish Hamilton, London; p.84 and

ICrivickas, D., 1989; p.20 (see note 36) 
97 · Slavenas, J., 1983; p.26 (see note 72)
98· Slavenas, J., 1983; pp.26-27 (see note 72)
99. In particular, Slavenas is referring to the provisions in Stalin's

constitution and the Soviet constitution of 1977, for the Union republics to
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T�ese freedoms a�e essential for cultural identity and thus 
environmental consciousness. The two are Jinked since, 'an 
attachme�t .t� th� land and natural resources is deemed part
of the mdividual s ethnic identity•.c100> 

The_ �ntention to annex the Baltic republics began to
maten�ise when, on June 14, 1940, the Soviet Union delivered 
� ulu°:1atum (base� on the accusations against Smetona) to 
L1thuania demanding the formation of a pro-Soviet 
government and free entry into the territory for an unlimited 
n':11°-ber .of �ed A�y troops. �n June 15, the Red Anny occupied
L1thua01a, mcludmg the stnp that it had promised not to 
occupy. The "People's Government" was formed on June 17.ciol) 

Th�s "puppet government" was instructed to carry out mock 
�lections for_ a Peoples Diet on July 14-15 with only a single
h�t of candidates selected by the Communist Party. On the 
mght of 11-12 July, before the elections, 2000 possible 
oppon�nts were seized and deported. These opponents were 
�so h�el� to form the basis of a green movement in Lithuania, 
s1��e. It 1s usually the outspoken academia and activists that
cnucise governments on environmental policy in the West. 

Althou�h the el7ction candidates were clearly pro
Commumst, demandmg the . redistribution of landholdings
�ong . th� peasants, t�ey d7rued any intention to incorporate
Lithuama mto the Soviet Umon. The issue was not meant to 
be t ale · th l · c102>a st e m e e ections. However, after a supposed 95% 
of a�l voters bad cast , their. votes with 99.19% choosing the
can�id�tes, the People s Diet produced an 'application for 
admission _to . the Soviet Union'. And, on August 3, 1940, the
Supreme Soviet granted this "request" and the total annexau·on 
f L"th · I c103> 

? 1 uania. fo lowed. Due to the strong Red Army presence, 
11 was unthmkable to demand recounts or enquire into the 

100_ secede _from the Soviet Un!on. Slavenas, J., 1983; pp.27-8 (see note 72)
Redclift, M., 1989: 'Tunung Nightmares into Dreams: The Green Movement 

IOI. 
in �tern Europe' in The EcoJorijst vol.19(5), p.183 
Kriv1ckas, D., 1989; p.21 (see note 86) and Tuskenis, E., 1986; p.5
(note.88)102· Nahaylo, B. and Swoboda, V., 1990; p.85 (see note 96)

103· Nahaylo, B. and Swoboda, V., 1990; p.85 (see note 96) and Tuskenis, E.,
1989; p.6 (see note 88) 
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legitimacy of the voting. 
Lithuania was claimed to be: 

a sovereign unitary state of workers and peasants, 
being at the same time a state in the union, based on 
the principle of self-determination and equality with 
all other Soviet republics.<104> 

However the absolute control over this "soverei8nty" resided
with the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.° 5> Thus the 
Soviet Union promptly began, as Molotov described it, 'the 
political and economic reconstruction of the new Soviet
Republics' .<1°6> 

The reconstruction involved a strong push toward 
industrialisation. This was used by Moscow to relocate some 
Lithuanians to other republics while at the same time 
maintaining a steady inflow of Russians and other non
Lithuanians into Lithuania for settlement. According to 
Slavenas, · the intent was to make Lithuanians a �inority in 
their own country .<1°1> An example of Sov1et�arranged
employment in Lithuanian factories is discussed .in Chapter 3
in the case study of Ignalina Nuclear Power St�llon. 

The political decision to increase the number of industries 
in Lithuania has led to critical environmental effects. Also, 
the processes of sovietisation, russification �d. indoctrination,
which have gone with it, have had a s1gmficant cultural 
effect. The attempts to sovietise Lithuania, through control 
over language, suppression of religio�s �orshi_p and
festivitie·s, deportations of the outspoken mtelhgents1a (and 
many other so-called political diss.iden�s) and th� arra.nged
immigration of Russians and migration of Ltthuamans, 
changed the essence of the so�iety. T�e s�ffocat_ion of cu�tural
activities changed everyday hfe, the mtelhgents1� were hk�ly 
to be outspoken on environmental issues, so their deportation 
reduced the base for a green movement and the increase in 
Russians gave increased support for the Communist Party. 
104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

Puzinas, J., 1973; 'The Situation in Occupied Lithuania: Administration, 

Indoctrination and Russianizalion' in Lituanus; vol.19(1),p.56 
Puzinas, J., 1973; p.56 (see note 104) 

Nahaylo, B. and Swoboda, V., 1990; p.87 (see note 96) 

Slavenas, J., 1983; pp.20,30 (see note 72) 
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The will to resist these attempts and to eventually fight 
back to probable independence, demonstrates the strong spirit 
of Lithuanians which has been embodied in the nationalistic 
movement. It may be that, after surviving the attacks on its 
culture, that environmental problems (as a result of increased 
industry and their mismanagement) have been an impetus 
for action in the fight against the Soviet dictatorship. In 
light of this, the cultural and environmental effects008> of Soviet 
policies will be examined in more detail. 

Stalin was personally present when Russia's Molotov 
(se�ted) and Germany's Ribbentrop (standing, right) met 
on August 23, 1939 and signed the pact which b�ars 
their names. The pact divided Eastern Europe into Soviet 
and Nazi "spheres of influence". On January 10, 1941, 
the German Ambassador in Moscow and Molotov signed a 
secret protocol in which Germany renounced its claim to 
'.'a strip of Lithuanian territory" (the SUVALKAI region), 
m exchange for 7 500 000 gold dollars to be paid by the 
USSR to Nazi Germany. 

108· Alth�ugh it has been established that cultural (or ethnic) identity and

environmental consciousness are inextricably linked, for the purposes of 
this thesis, the effects on both will be generally discussed separately. 
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Cultural Effects 

The cultural effects of Soviet policies are important in the 
discussing the relationship between politics, culture and the 
environment, since they are a direct consequence of politics 
and are the basis for opposition to the environmental effects. 
Criticism of the ,ecological crisis in Lithuania has been a focus 
for the reform,;. movement, Sqjudis, which is concerned 'as 
much with ethnic identity and alternatives to the centrally 
planned economies, as with the breakdown of ecological
systems. t(l09> 'The ecological crisis is bound up with questions
of human rifflhts, freedom of information and participatory
democracy,c 11 > of which the Lithuanian people have been 
denied. This denial necessarily inhibited the formation of 
active resistance which could only occur once such freedoms 
were returned. (see chapter 4) 
The Russian Pattern 

The Soviet Russians immediately introduced the Soviet 
regime following the annexation on August 3, 1940.° 11 > The 
regime used various processes in subverting Lithuanian 
culture is order to "internationalise" the Soviet Union. 
Indoctrination (of Communist ideals), russification and 
sovietisation were used, particularly through education, 
arrests, deportations and mobilisation, in an attempt to 
suffocate the Lithuanian culture and create the "Soviet man". 

There was a belief in the eventual disappearance of ethnicity 
and the_ emergence of a Soviet identity. Significantly, this 
affected attitudes toward the environment, since 'ethnic 
identity and environmental. consciousness function as two 
sides of the same coin: <112> The farmers seem to be more 
responsible in caring for the land when working on the 
small plots allocated for private use. This demonstrates that 
with the knowledge that the land belongs to them, they tend 
to look after the soil and produce better results. Alienation is 
clearly the reason behind the relatively low productivity from 
collective farms compared with the private plots. The 
109. 
110. 
111. 

112. 

Redclift. M., 1989; p.177 (see note 100) 

Redclift. M., 1989; p.182 (see note 100) 

Puzinas, J., 1973; p.56 (see note 104) 

Redclift. M., 1989; p.183 (see note 100) 
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productivity of the private plots surpasses the productivity of 
the entire. socialised agricultural sector. 013> The importance
�nd ne�ess1ty of private fanning in a socialist economy is an 
1deolog1cal anomaly. But it does demonstrate that the socialised 
sector cannot feed the entire population of Lithuania.'114> Since 
environmental awareness is related to cultural identity ,< 11

5> it
could be argued �at it �ill, therefore, increase when people 
are able to recogmse their connection with the land. 

In line with Ma�ist. theory, �he Bolsheviks aimed for unity
through class sohdanty leadmg to the disintegration of 

t. c116> L . na ions. ater, m the 1977 constitution, the various 
?ationalities are described as "the Soviet People". This national 
identity has supposedly taken place through the 

deliberate, planned and successful intervention of 
the Party, and characterized by a common socio
econom� c . structure_, common language of
commumcatI�n (Russian), and common ideology 
(Marxi st-Leninism )Y 17> 

However, contrary to the official portrayal of communal 
ha�ony, . the I 970s and 1980s have been characterised by
van�us dissent n:i�vements (see chapter 4) involving 'passive
�d moral oppos1t1on to the established order, with periodic 
violence, and also revolutionary efforts to overthrow the 

t ,cus> T'h sys em. e groups have been concerned with changing 
the. very system that has denied them the right to decide how
their own resources and environment are managed.° 19> 

Usually new regimes employ the "carrot and the stick" 
�trategy to enforce the new ideologies. Gimius believes that 
m the case of Lithuania, the Soviets used only the stick. They 
113· Zunde, P., 1965; 'Lithuania's Economy: Introduction of the Soviet Pattern'

in Vardys, V. (ed.), 1965; p.155 (see note 52) 
114· ldzelis, A., 1983; 'Branch-Territorial Dichotomy and the Manifestations of 

Republic Interests in Liµluania' in Litua nus: vol.29(2),· p.20 
115· Redclift, M., 1989; p.183 (see note 100) 
116· Welch, I., 1983; 'Nationalism and Lithuanian Dissent' in Lituanus:

vol.29(1), p.41 
117 · Welch, I., 1983; p.42 (see note 116) 
118' Welch, I., 1983; p.42 (see note 116)
119· Redclift, M., 1989; p.182 (see note 51) 
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were confident in their ability to for.cibly . repr�ss any· When the mobilisation of Lithuamans mto theresistance. h d the soldiersRed Army was not as successful as was. ope , nd entered villages and carried out executions. Ar�ests a de ortations were also used to demonstrate the superior. power fp h R · c
120> The carefully organised deportations of o t e ussians. . . . "enemies of the people" involved many Lithuaman� smce anyone living in territory occupied by Germany dunng the . 

s 1· 
(121) war was under (suspicion by ta m. · · · t environmental problems is The organised opposition o . . of dee ly rooted in opposition to the state and Its po�1cy "int�mationalism". Therefore, it is important to exa�me the 

processes involved in "internationalising" the repubhc more closely. 
Indoctrination 

. .Through the use of heavy propaganda, the Soviets _aim;d toroduce servants to the Russians and to the Commumst arty.
in the resolution endorsed by the conference of the partyactivists on April 23, 1968, it states; . . The task of the party organizational. umts. is to ed�catethe working people of Soviet Lithuam�, especiallyth youth in the spirit of boundless faith to p�rtyideea ls, ' Sovie t  pat r io t ism,  p ro l e t a r i anintemationalism .... It is necessary - through all themeans of ideological education - to strengthen theCommunist faith of every Soviet Citizen, �o foster theideological firmness and the ability to resist any form. . fl (122) of bourgeois m uence. 

· · · I h l"d s commemorative davsNumerous Soviet festiva s, o i ay .' . . . c
1�3

i· and anniversaries were used for this kmd of m�octnnauon. Communist leaders were glorified a?d c�:phasis was placedon the bright future under commumsm. 
The education system and, as stated, the youth, were prime 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

Gimius, K. K., 1986; pp.33-43 (see note 51) 

Girnius, K. K., 1986; p.32, 44 (see note 51) 

Quoted in Tiesa, April 25, 1968 and cited in Puzinas, J., 

note 104) 
Puzinas, J., 1973; p.62 (see note 104) 

M t ik. A 1985· 'The New Soviet Child' in Litu anus: use is, •• , 
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1973: p.62 (see 

vol.31(1), p.35 

targets for the indoctrination poJicies. Communism wasincorporated into lessons. History, geography, literature andlanguages were particularly exploited . Students werecontinually bombarded with the notions of "Sovietinternationalism" as well as "eternal friendship" and "lovefor Russians" .< 125> 
The propaganda apparatus consisted of Communist Partyschools, supplying loyal workers for the party and the Sovietbureaucracy. Youth were organised. into three groups; theOktyabrists (Grandchildren of Lenin), the Pioneers (Lenin's children) and the Komosol (The Lenin Communist YouthAssociation of Lithuania) which supports and suppliesmembers to the Communist Party. Thus, youth areindoctrinated through the school classes and through theirparticipation in the Communist Party groups. For the indoctrination of the masses, television, radio, press,literature and the arts have also been a major target of the regime. Cultural plays have been adapted, uniformisingcostumes and adding commemoration of Soviet life. Writersare required to produce work reflecting the 'faithfulness ofthe toiling people to the immortal ideas of Lenin• and instil 'upl�fting feelings of the friendship of Soviet nations, socialistpatriotism and of proletarian internationalism' in the readers.The anists are also urged not to give in to 'alien ideology'. c 126>This must cause conflict within the individual artists whowish to express life as it is in reality which may include environmental problems. According to Musteikis, the childrenreading these portrayals of Soviet life, recognise that thestories are not really true; they do not identify with the lifestyle depicted.<121> 

Museums form many outlets for Communist education. The.
1 
museums 

propagate revolutionary and work-related traditions,the friendship of nations, the ideals of the- CommunistParty of the Soviet Union [and] the achievements ofthe Communist regimec128> 
125· Puzinas, J., 1973; pp.62-3 (see note 104)126· Puzinas, J., 1973; pp.65-8 (see note 104)127 · Musteikis, A., 1985; p.40 (see note73)
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the cu l tura l, political, histori�a l and in content' proposed cultural autonomy within the union . Therefore, . . h t the people received was The meaning of this was broadened, legitimising russification. 
environmental mform

0
a�10�1s

}i:d for the purpos�s of of!icial Accordingly, it was argued that the assimilation of national 
suppressed, contorted 

of the adminstrauon restncted cultures into the Soviet Union was indispensable . . The · d t · ati'on The secrecy 
assi·mi·lati'on was to occur through the Russian language.'1 33> m oc nn . ulation leading to a lack of awareness. feed-back. to. th� pop . . 

the official ideology and the The Russian language was introduced into schools, bothDespite mstmcuvely. re3ectm_g . 
emained misinformed primary and secondary. Any texts in Lithuanian wen� usually information it · provided, Lithuamanthat this had a "numbing Russian books translated and thus were basica1ly statements and disorientated. Shtromas �r�ues · He adds that of Soviet idealism. The Russian language was also introduced 

effect"; it created a numbed civic consci�usn�ss. 
th could.<129> into everyday life. Many towns, streets, plazas and squares the lack of informat�on led_ so:

a
�'° s�:�

e
:t �n�:ctri':ation was were named after Soviet heroes, in an attempt to subvert According to Puzm_as,_ 1

� (o; russifi�ation) and that both � Lithuanian heritage .< 134> preparation for Russian.is\�?� The Russianisation of occupied territories is not a new permeate all areas of hfe. phenomenon for the Soviet Union. The process is deeply Russification t f the Soviet Union's 285.7 million rooted in the imperialist policies of Czarist Russia. This was Only about fifty per. ce?m? B t with the aid of the Red Army implemented through forced introduction of the Russian inhabitants are Russi.an. u contrnl all the republics, language in schools and in public life, the forced acceptance 
and the secret pohce, they . c132) In general of Russian Orthodoxy and a propagated cult of love for the bl. ions and ethmc areas. ' d . al . . Cl3S) T\. B 1 h ik autonomous repu ics, reg h C mmunist Party and support Czar in order to ampen the nation spmt. u.e o s ev s, 
the Russjans are loyal to t e O then, have followed the traditions of past Russian leaders in

M ow · f attempts to broaden the empire. osc . 1· of the party to allow the infiltrauon. o It has been a po icy 
other republics, with the s�ec1fic Soviet is at ion 

Russians into Lithuania and f the natural inhabitants. Sovietisation could be seen as the resulting process involved
aim of reducing the nu�ber.� 0mies

" and random families in eradicating ethnic identities. Through indoctrination and Deportations of both specift\ �ne 

olicy to reduce nationalistic russification, the Communist Party attempted to "sovietise" have also been used as part O .  e i"thuanians and "resettling" the Lithuanian people. In other words, the aim has been to 

support. By forcibly deportt;vie/ Union and arranging the · ..Jo ·- 'create a comptetely different national culture based on thethem in other areas. of the "technical specialists" to work in ideals of socialism and, eventually, communism. immigration of Russi�ns as . tor the Communist Party Russianisation involved creating a society that had Russian 
the ever_-increasing m:�.:tn �l . se� .. r�publics. It was thought, values and sovietisation invovled creating societies that were 
leaders aIIDed to cr�at� ussi���al cultures and facilitate the the same, based on communist values. . It was necessary to this would �-elp eh�m��e �a 

and the disintegration of ethnic Russianise (to increase suppc,rt for the Bolsheviks after theprocess of mternauona ism revolution) in order to sovietise (to create a society of "equals" identification . 'national in form, Socialist based on Marxist ideology). The Leninist-Stalinist formula of 
128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

P . J l973· p.67 (see note 104)
uzmas, ., , 

Shtromas, A., 1983; pp.70-71 (see note 48)

Pu 
. J l973· p.68 (see note 104)

zmas, ., , 
96) 

Nahaylo, B. and Swoboda, V., 1990; p.xi (see note 

Pu 
. J 1973. p.56 (see note 104)

z1nas, ., , 
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Soviet ideologists have claimed that the transformation of 
133· Vardys, V. S., 1965; 'Soviet Social Engineering in Lithuania:

in Vardys, V. S. (ed.), 1965; p.238 (see note 52) 
134· Puzinas, J., 1973; p.70 (see note 104)
135· Puzinas, J., 1973; p.72 (see note 104)
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the productive system will necessarily give. rise to differentsocial institutions and therefore the new culture . Thus individuals will have a new national identity as a "Soviet man" .<136> 
The "Soviet man" fostered in communist dominated countries such as Lithuania is a 'collectivist, atheistic Russophile, unreservedly loyal -to the Party and to the Moscow directed state ' ym The new Lithuanian should be an "internationalist"; in favour of eternal union with the Russians. <138> According to 

Musteikis, this "Soviet man" bears little resemblance to the original soviets who represented equality. Once in government, however, the party asssumed a totalitarian nature and would not tolerate the sharing of power.<139> The Soviet 
man that they envisaged, originated as an ideological construct which was executed by force and manipulaiton. Thus the sovietisation of Lithuania did not result from natural changes as perceived by the Soviet ideologists.<140> 

As the superior power, the Soviets could quickly impose thenew ord�r. However, this imposition has not radically changedthe ideological views of Lithuanians; there has not been a transformation of the society's basic loyalty to itsef into loyalty to the Soviet Union. Even the younger generation is fully aware of its cultural particularities.<141> 
The cultural policies of Moscow which embody indoctrinationand russification (and indeed sovietisation) have been partly successful. Despite the penetration being superficial, the process of cultural alienation has made it easier for the regime to obtain political loyalties.<142> Remeikis explains: 

136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

restrictions on the cultivation of national heritage and creative arts, parochialization of the sciences through specialization, linguistic russification, etc.,
Vardys, V. S., 1965; p.237 . (see note 133) 
Vardys, V. S., 1965; p.238 (see note 133) 
Vardys, V. S., 1965; p.238 (see note 133) 
Musteikis, A., 1985; pp.30-1 (see note 124) 
Musteikis, A., 1985; p.31 (see note 124) and 
(see note 133) 
Vardys, V. S., 1965; p.258 (see note 133) 
Vardys, V. S., 1965; p.258 (see note 133) 
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:�e gnaBw11·n_g at t�e v�tality of national cultures of allree a tic nat10nahties. ,<143> �owever, it could be argued that, as the lead er of the Bal11·cdn ve for independence and h . Baltic republic (144) L"th _as t e �ost ethmcally homogenous
. 

, I uarua has smce been able to rescuemu�h of i!s cultural heritage (at least as it fr::d 1:; ��i;f::sde�� �foreC annex�ti on to the w;:vf �n�ni�!; 
bl e ommumst Party Environm t I �ro

foi:s, filso da dfrect result of political policies, have pro��e� . r a vocates of reform and are bound . h questions of social justice discussed. up w1t the
Environmental Effects The politic�) changes in Eastern Europe and the USSRare revealmg an environmental disaster far worsethan was ever feared or even imagined04SJ 
to V��ous political and_ ecological journals have contributedcom _general p�rcept1on of environmental problems in themunist countnes. FTom the c . . environmental degradation canno t �7�r�ge, H is cl�ar th�tterms of Western capitalism (146> Th p '! be �xplame d m 
the diffi l . th . e previous section examined 
maintain��ug tleths . at )the people of Lithuania have had in eir cu tural identity d h . f . on their huma.Ii ri h . an t · e m rmgements policies in Lith _g ts. bThe environmental effects of Soviet uama are ound up in thes tt suffocati on Thus O 

. . e a empts at cu1turaJ will be ex�lned in ch�pot�:J04n _tod the ecologic�l crisis, which , . • is eeply rooted m th · · 
t0 the centralised system and . J' ... e oppos1t1on

In d · . Its po icy of rntematfonalism" . iscussmg the environmental proble . t· .. with specific reference to the . . . °;1S m 1thuama, 
Union 1·r ··11 b · . pohucal pohc1es of the Soviet 

, w1 e mterestmg to t th · d . · of that political system In d . no�. � 1 eolog1cal foundationproblems which have been omgl d is, 1t can be seen that the revea e are no t surpris' I . not only capitalism that mg. t is espouses progress through the143. R 

L _
emeilis, T., 1984; 'Dissent in the Baltic Republics: A Balance Sheet' inltuan us; vol.30(2), p.6 

1.44
. N Ian e • B. W., 1990; 'Lashed by the Flags of Freedom' . r· March 12, p.22 10 une Australia: 

14S. C ave, S., 1990; 'Cleaning Up Eastern Europe' . 0 146. Redclift, M., 1989; p.182 (see note 100)
m ar Planet vol.2(2), p.4
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domination of nature. Marxist theory, on which the Soviet 
system is forged, expected 'social mastery' over nature by 

' ' · . 1 1 h ' <147> T otsk technology; nature was man s ongma too ouse . r y
echoed this technocentric view; 

.. .the proper goal of communism 
nature by technology, and 
technology. by . planning, so that 
nature will yield up to mankind 
more besides.048> 

is the domination of 

the domination of 
the raw materials of 
all that it needs and 

The notions of 'sustainability' and 'carrying capacity' are not 
considered by the forefathers and advocates of communism. 

With this ideological base, the policies of the Soviet political 
system were bound to have significant environmental 
problems. Communism's faith in techn�logy: progress a_nd
the infinite capacity of nature to provide, 1s shared with 
capitalism under which environmental damage has also 
occurred. It appears, however, that the problems in the Soviet 
Union are more pronounced than in the West. The problems

in Lithuania have been compounded by rapid industrialisation, 
the primacy given to branch planning (central planning) 
over territorial planning049>, the cumbersome bureaucracy, 
"information management", a lack of measuring instruments, 
a problem with enforcement and the . policy ?f
"internationalism", which attempted to eradicate ethmc 
identity. 
Ind us tr ia Ii s a ti on 

Following the tecbnocentric Marxist ideology, the Soviel
Union pursued a rapid drive to industrialisation. The aim was

to establish heavy industry in the shortest time possible. Heavy 
penalties for failing to meet planning objectives �ere 
developed to encourage quick results. In their haste, httle 
attention was paid to the possible environmental effects. In 
the course of this rapid industrialisation, the political elites 
'sought to legitimize their own position through aciuiring 
[semi-obsolete] industrial technology from the· West. ,<i > For 
147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

Marx, K. quoted in Redclift, M., 1989; p.178
Redclift, M., 1989; p.178 (see note 100)
Idzelis, A., 1983; p.6 (see note 114) 
Redclift, M., 1989; pp.178-9 (see note 100)
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example, the Soviet government has been criticised for its

poor consideration of possible environmental problems 
created by th� construction of an out-dated nuclear power 
plant at . Ignalma as well as the short-cuts in planning the
constructton and management of the plant thereafter. (See
Chapter 3) 

Lithuania has few natural resources and is unsuited for the 
development of metal, machinery or other types of industry.<151 > 
Howev�r, the cen!ral planning system dictates that industries 
supportmg the Umon as a whole be established in Lithuania 
Thus industrialisation in Lithuania concentrated on thos� 
types of industries. which required importation of raw 
materials.<152> 

T�is policy has placed enormous pressure on the 
environment and on labour resources. Imponation of man
pow�r, usually Russian, became necessary for the operation 
?f mdustry at t�e government's desired rate. The steady 
mcrease o� Russian workers into Lithuania was designed to 
enh�nce pnmary loyalty to the State over issues such as the 
en vironmen t .  

Apart !rom _the environmental consequences, this policy
resulted m social and economic problems. The immigration 
?f :,vor�ers for employment in Lithuanian factories had 
implications for . :he ethnic Lithuanians and the immigrants. 
Th� to� of Si;uec�us, �ear lgnalina, for example, has become 
a . Russian Suburb which cannot identify with the rest of 
society. (See Chapter 3 - Ignalina Nuclear Generating Station) 
The development of industries unrelated to the natural 
�es�urces of Lithuan1��· hindered the development of the 

md1genous economy.c > All profits from such production would 
not remain in Lithuania but were designed to strengthen the 
C�ntre.<154> Knowing this, Lithuanian workers become 
alienated. Zunde concludes that the only inference to be 
1Sl. 

IS2. 

153. 

154. 

Zunde, P., 1965; p.168 (see note 113)
Zunde, P., 1965; p.160 (see note 113)
Zunde, P., 1965; p.160 (see note 113)
Gajauskaite, R., 1990; 'Ekologijos vieta Pertvarkoje' in Mokslas irGy�enimas; no.2, February, p.3 (trans. Tasknnas, A.) Gajauskaite has the equivalent of a Phd in Law.
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drawn from the speedy industrialisation of Lithuania, is that 
the motives of the Centre are purely politic.al. Clearly, �he
aim was to merge Lithuania permanently mto the Russian 

. "} "t (155) sphere; to russify and ass1m1 at,e 1 . . 
The Lithuanian Writers' Union denounced pollut10n in 1987 

and the concentration of industry in 19�8. �s a group formerly 
persecuted by the Soviet attacks on enemies of the peopl�",
the union has been vehemently outspo�e? _on �he �ot?��policies which have led to an ecological cns1s m L1thu�1a. 
In 1987, the group attacked the crude oil refinery, which _is 
usually portrayed as an example of Soviet progress, for its 
contribution to the pollution catastrophe. (See Chapter 3 -
Mazeikiai Oil Refinery) They seemed to indirectly oppose the 
Marxist belief in unlimited progress: 

the perspective of infinite progr�ss, whic� was so 
alluringly portrayed by the sci�ntlfic theories of the 
nineteenth century, does not exist any longer, b��:

>
use

the natural resources are about to be depleted ... 
In the statements of 1988, the writers laid t�e blame for the 

destruction of Lithuania's environm�nt w!t� the "Cent�al
government. They referred to the Soviet pohc1es as colo�1al 
management" whereby the concentration of the ch�m1cal 
industry in particular would continue to b� develop�d m the 
up-coming five-year plans.°58> In . their resolution, t�ey 
challenged totalitarian control by calhng for the formation 
of grass-roots bodies to monitor violations and t� protec� nature 
in their occupied country _o59> (The resolution will be discussed 
in Chapter 4). 

Industrial activity has gradually shifted to the coastal area 
of Lithuania. The ice-free and easy access ports make the 
seaboard location favourable. This has been s1;1pported by Cl�>increase in the coastal population and a growth m the ports. 

l55. Zunde, P., 1965; p.169 (see note 113) 
156. EI.TA, 1987, no.7(339), p.9 and EI.TA, 1988, no.4(350),p.3
157. Kubilius, V., 1987; in ELTA, no.7(339), p.9
158. Maldonis, A., 1988, in ELTA, no. 4(350), p.4
159. EI.TA, 1988 no.4 (350), p.5 (see note 156)
160. Ratneiks, H.', 1984; 'Soviet Hydrocarbon Exports and the Baltics' in Journal

of Baltic Studies; vol.xv(4); p.285 
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However, this has had dire consequences for the Baltic Sea. Sewage is a major problem in the coastal regions caused bythe rapid industrialisation and urbanisation of the area. The cen!r� of in?ustrial development on the coast is the port ofKla1peda which has made it a heavy polluter of the CourishLagoon and the Baltic Sea. Oil pollution is also a major problemin the harbour with only a small percentage recoveredannually by skimming vessels.c161> The oil refinery at Mazeikiaiincre_ased the importance of Klaipeda as an oil-exporting portbut 1�creased the possibilities of oil spills . The refinery alsocontnbutes to the pollution through industrial brine-wastewhich is discharged close to the shore due to a failure in thepiping system. (see chapter 3) 
. Other factories, such as the wool factory and leather factorydischarge raw effluent into the Akmene river which thenflows into the Baltic Sea. The Nature Protection Committee ofthe . Lithuanian SSR requested the Ministry of Light Industryto mstall treatment facilities for industrial waste water by1974. The facilities had not been installed by 1979. c 162> TheNature Protection Committe, obviously active before the recent political changes, has been hindered by its make-up. It seems that ·the chairmen of the regional organisations of theCommittee have been mainly the executives of industry. < 163>

T�e checks would, therefore, not be sufficient. The example given shows that the Committee is not necessarily concerned with strongly enforcing the recommendations. This points to . the_ problem . of mis.management and of policing anyleg1slat10n regardmg environmental pollution, mentioned byBogert.'164> 
Agriculture and Tourism 

Tourism and agriculture have also had an impact on thecoastline. The main impact of agriculture in the coastal areaas welJ as most other areas, has been due to the growing use161. Ratneiks, H., 1984; p.301 (see note 160) 162· ldzelis, A., 1979; 'Response of Soviet Lithuania to Environmental Problems in the Coastal Zone' in Journal of Baltic Studies: vol.x(4), p.302 163· Lith · W ·t ' As . · 1988 'R . uaman n ers soc1at1on, : esolution on Ecology' in EL.IA, no.4(350), p.5 164· Bogert, C., 1990: 'Poison Politics' in Newsweek; January 22, p.17
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of fertilisers which has led to eutrophication (algae growth
and subsequent depletion of oxygen from the water) in streams 

and the Courish Lagoon. Considered more significant by
environmental activists in Lithuania, is the fact that chemical
residue from the over-use of fertilisers has leached into the 

ground-water system which supplies the country's drinking
wells. Also clearing of forests, draining of wetlands and land
reclamation have intensified soil erosion leading to large 

sediment deposits in the delta of the Nemunas river. This is 

of concern since the delta is the spawning ground of many
fish.°65> The impact of tourist industry has been in the form
of dune erosion from camping and some contribution to the 

sewage problem from the Baltic Sea resort towns of Palanga
and Sventoji.°66> 

The Secret Bureaucracy

The top heavy administrative system of the Soviet Union

and its· obsessive bureaucratic secrecy has contributed to 

environmental degradation in Lithuania. The fragmentation

of government ·departments, each with their own narrow 
concerns,;, is not peculiar to communist countries, however it
seems to · be more pronounced. 'The top-heavy bureaucrac11is a blight on efficiency in every branch of the economy. ,< 16 >

Environmental problems tend to be inter-jurisdictional; that
is, they fall between different departments, and when 

depanmentalism is so pronounced, their resolution becomes 

even more difficult.°68> According to ldzelis, this has led to 

growing criticism of the branch principle in planning with
the focus on the all-union ministries.°69

} 

The branch . principle is embodied in the all-union and union
republic ministries; that is , those agencies working for the 

central government. The primacy given to the branch 
principle strengthens the centralised system which hinders 

the implementation of regional projects or the resolution of
165· ldzelis, A., 1979; p.299 (see note 162)
166· ldzelis, A., 1979; p.303 (see note 162)
167 · Ratneiks, H., 1984; p.291 (see note 160)
168· l!lzelis, A., 1979; p.304 (see note 162) and Redclift, M., 1989; p.179 (see

note 100) 
169· Idzelis, A., 1979; p.304 (see note 162)
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inter-branch problems such as the environment.<110) Decades of meeting central-planning targets no mattehr what . the cost, have taken a catastrophid toll
on t e envuonment.°71 > 

w��h a re;:�sub:�c·m;!���:!:1 a:;ocat�s the hterritorial principle 

from a l regions rat er than the whole

a desire 

cet�tr�m p�o��- Such .P:eference may be considered as 
interests.<172) p self-suff1c1ency and to advance national

The centralised system then is the . due to its inefficiencies 'in deaiing with subJect. of. opposition

as the environment Th S . b pervasive issues such 
and the 

. . e oviet ureaucracy is cumbersome. . envuonmental laws are extremely com lex (173) Oppos1t10n to environmental degradation in Lith . p .. 
attac_k_ on this system itself (see chapter 4). uama is an

Cnt1cs were previously bl . . �.�e environmental problem:n�
ue

e t�o t;�ice t�eir op��sitio� t,o
rnformation management" (174) S Soviet admm�stration s 

characteristi f s · ·. 
ecrecy was an important 

bl � o ov1et envuonmental planning which 'k t pro ems hidden and h h d eo 
I f . us e up ecological disasters ' 01S>

n ormation on pollution which h d b . · 
collected was obscured in r a . een systematically 
comparisons This 

epo�s _to_ hide facts and restrict 
�1��.si1!o�oj�o:s a:in�:

e

��:i c��f � b1 �:� �!:essfo�:r�::tio��
and its policy of gu �at the extremely bureaucratic system 
crisis in Lithuani:ecre�y a� contributed to the environmental
concerned .citizens ;hi��nc�s It prevent�d the pressure from 
have formed have had som now emergmg. The groups that 

1. e success which may ha 
::��:�st���o;e�u

o
�edbe

�!e 

0

e;s:���� wd�tshtruction, had th;e 

s�:%� 

T 1 secrecy. he problems caused by the Soviet Uni"on's fai"th 
170. 

171. 

172. 
173. 

174. 

175 . 

in infinite

ldzelis, A.; 1983; p.6 (see note 114)
Bogert, C., 1990; p.16 (see note 164)
ldzelis, A., 1983; p.6 (see note 114)
Preston, Y., �990; 'Environmental Glasnost Gives Hope to the Volga' ir. Thei�n�� M�mmg Herald; Saturday, February 10,( p.unknown)

· -
e c t, ·• 1989; p.179 (see note 100) 

Preston, Y., 1990; ( p.unknown) (see note 173)
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progress through industrialisation was exacerbated by the 
government bureaucracy and its p�l.icy of secr��Y· , 1:he
movement which has formed in oppos1t1on to the cns1s, realize
that their bitter enemy is neither pesticides nor technology, 

. 
f b 

,(176) 
but the system which makes use o t em. 

• A group of young Lithuanians protesting for cleaner
air during an environment rally in 1988.

The largest rally that year was held in Kaunas, 
Lithuania's second-largest city, on August 2. Organised 
by Atgaja (=the sprout) ecology club, the rally attracted 
about 500 000 people. After addresses by Saulis Gricius, 
Atgaja 's chairman, and other prominent people, the mass 
gathering passed a 20-point resolution which had an 
impact on the Soviet authorities. Photo: The Observer 

176· Redclift, M., 1989; p.180 (see note 100)
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CHAPTER 3 

Case Studies 

Introduction 

The following case studies examine the environmental 
effects of two different types of industry in Lithuania. The 
decisions to construct and operate both the Mazeikiai Oil 
Refinery and the lgnalina Nuclear Generating Station were 
made by the Central Soviet government in Moscow 

The arbitrary concentration of industry by the all union 
ministries (central government) has been criticised by the 
emerging pressure groups in Lithuania. In the resolution of 
the Lithuanian Writers' Association (see Chapter 4), the group 
strongly criticised the central government on this issue. They 
aimed to stop such expansion of already active enterprises 
which they claim happened with the · Maieikiai Oil Refinery. 

Attempts to deal with the pollution problems have been 
thwarted by the Soviet planning system where the central 
government is sovereign to the local governments, such as 
Lithuania. The pervasive nature of environmental problems 
necessitates the cooperation of various ministries which is 
not accommodated by a system with narrow departmental 
views. The scarcity of environmental information in 
Lithuania has also added to difficulties in improving 
environmental degradation. 

Despite the institutional hindrances some resolutions and 
plans have been passed by the Council of Ministers of the 
Lithuanian . Soviet Socialist Republic but this does not 
guarantee successful implementation. The implementation 
process 'accentuates the inherent tension between the goals 
of development and preservation·.<177> 

A growing number of groups ·are demonstrating publicly 
about their concern for the environment (see Chapter 4). 
Although they may not have significant power yet, the groups 
have had some successes, including overcoming some 
problems with the case studies to be discussed. The original 
site pro.,Wosed for the oil refinery, Jubarkas on the Nemunas 
river ,° > was changed to Mazeikiai, following pressure from 
177 · ldzelis, A., 1979; p.305 (see note 162)
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citizens about the possible pollution effects. The main
arguments used against the construction included the
pollution of the shallo·w waters along the coast which had
become a major resort zone, and the perceived damage to the
fishin� industry in the Nemunas River Delta and the Courish
Bay .c 1 9> Al-though this is significant in the battle to regain

control of imponant decisions about the nature of Lithuanian
society, the problems were merely transferred to another
area.  

Public outrage was successful in preventing the construction
of a third reactor at the Ignalina Nuclear power plant which
would have increased the existing pollution problems further.

Mazeikiai Oil Refinery 

The coastal zone of Lithuania, a strip .twenty kilometres wide
and ninety one kilometres in length, has been placed under
severe strain by the growing vigour of its use. In this area,
'competition between resource use and resource protection
has reached critical proportions.'080> The rapid industrialisation

and urbanisation of Lithuania, particularly in the coastal zone,
has led to a;, severe air and water pollution prob�em. 

Mazeikiai is situated in Northwestern coast and the oil
refinery is the largest industrial operation, by production
value, in the republic. osii The choice of a Lithuanian site was

given as being part of the USSR energy policy which aimed
to expand oil-refining capacity in the western regions of the
Soviet Union.P82> Klaipeda is the industrial centre port of the

coastal area and it was thought ·that the construction of the

Mazeikiai Oil Refinery would increase the importance of
Klaipeda as an oil exporting portY83> Although expansion of

capacity might sound reasonable, it does not address the
question of whether the refinery is necessary, only that

Moscow intended to expand the capacity of that area. 

178. 
179. 

180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 

Ratneiks, H.,1984; p.286 (see note 160)

Idzelis, A., 1973; 'Locational Aspects of the Chemical Industry in

Lithuania: 1960-1970' in Lituanus; vol.19(4), p.54

ldzelis, A., 1979; p.299 (see note 162)

Lithuanian World Community (LWC); 1989; p.8 (see note 1)

Ratneik.s, H.,1984; p.286 (see note 160)

Idzelis, A., 1979; p.301 (see note 162)
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Construction began in 1971 and the first unit began 
operations in 1980, aiming to supply Poland as well as the
Baltic regions.'184

' The new refinery removed some of the
pressure on the dangerous and accident prone rail 
deliveries .<135> However, it is claimed that the cost to the
environment (the atmosphere, the water and human health) 
has been enormous. Writing in 1979, just prior to the 
commencement of operation at the Mazeikiai refinery. Idzelis 
saw the project as 'a potential new source of pollution•.<186>
After nine years of operation a report by the Kaunas Economics 
Institute (KEI) demonstrated that the refinery is in fact 
acritical source of pollution.<187> 
Air Pollution 

Despite having some of the toughest emission standards in 
the world, the Soviet Union has not enforced them
effectively .<188> According to Valdas Adamkus, the Soviet law
on air quality is very similar to the U.S. Clean Air Act. But 
the problem is that it is being ignored. 089

' The oil refinery at
Mazeikiai is a significant contributor to regional acid rain 
due to the release of 45 637 tons of waste into the atmosphere 
after treatment. Almost all of this (45 554 t) consists of gas 
an? · liquids, particularly hydrocarbons (27 579 t), sulphur
oxides (11 845 t) and carbon monoxide (3 662 t).<190> All the
184· Ratneiks, H.,1984; p.286 (see note 160) 
185· It was claimed that such accidents would be reduced because the oil was 

pumped to the coast through the Druzhba pipeline. Ratneiks, H.,1984; 
p.283 (see note 160)

186· ldzelis, A., 1979; p.302 (see note 162) 
187 · Kaunas Economics Institute (KEI), 1988; Vr&ent Ecoloiical Problems in

Lithuania: Brief submitted to the council of Ministers of the Lithuanian 
Soviet Socialist Republic; pp.11-15

188· Bogert, C., 1990; p.17 (see note 164)
189· Ad _,. 

.
L" h · bo ama.us IS a It uaman- m engmeer and has served as a regional 

administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen·cy's Great Lakes 
region since 1981. He has had significant input into the agency's 
international programmes, especially in Canada and Eastern Europe. He 
was awarded an honorary doctorate, on April 1, 1989, from the University 
of Vilnius for his contribution to the preservation of Lithuania's 
environment. Drunga, M., 1989; 'Adamkus on Lithuanian Environmental 
Issues' in Baltic Forum; Spring, p.28 
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nitrogen dioxide (1 770 t) and some hydrogen sulphide (68 t)produced is released into the atmosphere. Although the actualamounts are significantly lower, the 'relative pollution index'for each (41.1 and 54.8 respectively) demonstrates their relative impact on the environment. Hydrocarbons and carbonmonoxide score only 3.16 and 1 respectively.<191
l It is apparentthat effort has been directed toward capturing the lesshazardous hydrocarbon pollutants: while no sulphur oxide ornitrogen dioxide is tragped, 75 per cent of hydrocarbons areremoved or trapped. <1 This is not sufficient since it is theformer wastes that are most damaging to the environment. 

The Mazeikiai refinery allocated 46 million rubles forenvironmental protection in the 1987 budget. The distributionwas heavily skewed toward 'water resources and their rationalutilization' with 41.3 million rubles designated for that areaand only 4 .  7 million rubles for the 'protection of theatmospheric environment'. Ho�ever, this allocation was notfollowed in practice and actual expenditure on environmentalprotection was 9 million rubles: 8 .1 million for water· and 0.9 million fe>r the protection of the air. Treatment of' gaseouswastes at Mazeikiai, then, is not in line with their moredetrimental effect on the , environment.093) Perhaps moredamaging than the process pollutants are the contaminatedproducts of the refinery such as lead. ethyl gasoline and heavyoil containing sulphur.<194
l 

Leaded petrol is gradually being phased out in the West,with USA heading the way. From 1986, the USA maximumconcentration of lead in petrol has been set at 0.026 g/L:whereas it is 0.15 g/L in England and Hungary. However,the Soviet Union's standard, in place since 1977, is founeentimes greater than the American limit at 0.37g/L Accordingto the KEI report, it is possible to produce petrol with a leadcontent of O .15 g/L immediately and to eventually eliminate the use of leaded gasoline.<195l Australia is also heading toward
190. 
191. 
192. 193. 
194. 

Table 4.1, KEI, 1988; p.13 (see note 187) KEI, 1988; p.12 and Table 4.1, p.13 (see note 187) KEI, 1988; p.12 and Table 4.1, p.13 (see note 187) KEI, 1988; pp. 12 and 14 (see note 187) KEI, 1988; p.14 (see note 187) 
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unleaded petrol with a standard f O 0 is still sold with a concentration oof O 4�;/f:· yet leaded petrolMazeikiai could accept an off; 
· · . company Ekofuel 

er to work With an Italianadditives' for etroi 1f produce ecologicalJy sound alternativeof lead (196) ;h ' n order to completely eliminate the usethe ch;nge is :{
nd::�ag:ment of the . refinery- explained thatconcerned about the . Y the all umon agencies which arepe trol (197) Th mcreased costs of producing cleanerb . e report expresses the view that extra cost woulde compens�ted by the reduction in environmental damage_{l98J

I 
Sul�hur o�ides are a major cause of acid rain (199) s ·1 b eachrng, fisheries stock d l . . • o1 car onpoor health as 11 

ep et.Ion, . mcreased incidence of we as other negatJve eff, 1 L. h . factories emitted 238 000 f ec s. 1t uan1an atmosphere in 1987 alone c2J�nf �- sulphur oxides into the elimination. The ' ea rng the KE� to advocate itsoil should begi: :�gg:�z �:� .the d�sulphunsation of heavytechnique developed by theei l�· Uus_rng the desulphurising Institute.c201> mon Petroleum Research 
Water Pollution Appare�tly' in designing the and · envuonmental disruption refinery, reduced pollution were a primary focus. The I 9S. KEI, 1988; p.12 (see note 187)196. KEI 9 ,1 88; p.12 (see note 187)197. KEI 1 • 988; p.12 (see note 187)198. 

I t n �restmgly, the KEI have presented the argument of deer ed envtronmental polluti · eas " . . . on m monetary terms. Using the 'All UnionProvmonal Typical Methodology 1986"' th reduction of lead from 0.37g/L t O 15 • ey estimate that thedamage by 24 rubl O •• g/L would reduce the environmental
I 99. 

es per ton of gasoline. KEI 1988· p 12 In Poland, geographically close to Lithuania, • scient�ts· estimate tha between 30 and 50 percent of the coun 's 
. t acid rain by 1995 T try forests WIil be damaged byaffecting Poland ;ome: ;::onu:b the prob�em, 50 . perce�t of sulphur be contributing. to the problem in i l co;ntries. L1thu�1a11 factories mayS.,1990; p.4 (see note 145) o an and other nations. Cave, 

200. U . smg the same method as that u ed . leaded petrol the KEI s to estimate the damage caused by25.1 million �bles of d:�:::s�n t��8;ulp�;I oxides were responsible for 201. KEI, 1988; p.15 (see note 187) . • 1988; p.15 (see note 187)
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refinery has a water cleaning system that treats its waste
together with the municipal sewage from the town.<202) The
treatment facility performs relatively well, with the results 
almost meeting the union effluent standards. In 1979, Idzelis<203> 

appeared to praise the disposal method which, as discussed 
below, has sinc.e been shown to be insufficient by the KEI 
report. 

The method involves pumping the effluent ninety-three 
kilometres into the Baltic Sea. Soviet authorities claimed that 
the brine wastes would not be harmful to the natural ecosystem, 
yet the discharBe was to be prohibited during the summer
holiday season. 04> The pipeline should take the waste water
three kilometres off-shore. However, when the untreated 
sewage from Palanga is introduced, the differing pressures 
of the two pipes prevents the flow of the Maieikiai effluent 
into the sea. Thus, effluent remains in the bay and is washed 
onto the beaches. For this reason, the KEI stress the importance 
of treating the Palanga sewage and equalizing the pressures 
of both pipes.<205)

Using the same 'All Union methodology', it was estimated 
that 118 000 rubles of environmental damage was caused by 
pollutants discharged into the sea, in 1988, from the Maieikiai 
refinery. The cause of this damage was the release of 120 
tons of BOD (biochemical oxygen demand), 5.6 tons of crude 
oil, 47.5 tons of suspended materials and 18.9 kg of phenols 
were pumped into the Baltic Sea.<206)

The treatment of all wastes is insufficient causing severe 
environmental damage. Mutations have been noted in plants 

. and animals in the area around the refinery as well as an 
increased incidence of human illness. One argument points 
to poor management (as in the case of the Ignalina Nuclear 
Power Plant) as a significant cause of the environmental 
damage experienced near Mazeikiai. For example, 

202· LWC, 1989; p.8 (see note 1)
203· Idzelis, A.,1979; p.302 (see note 162)
204· Idzelis, A., 1979; p.302 (see note 162) It is not cetain whether this policy

205. 
206. 

was actually implemented once the refinery 
KEI, 1988; pp.12-14 (see note 187) 
KEI,1988; pp.12-14 (see note 187) 
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began operation. 

... 

petroleum products are often transponed in poorly 
sealed cont.ainers, surface run-off and ground waters
are contammated by leaking oil, gasoline evaporates 
from open containers; refinery gases are not fully
uiilized and are burned.c2o7

) 

The Mdeikiai Oil Refinery (pictured) 
soviet planners as "the chemical giant 
five-year-plan". 

207 · KEI, 1988; p.14 (see note 187)
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Ignalina Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) 

The small town of lgnalina, situated 105 kilometres north-east 
from Vilnius, was famous for its many beautiful lakes and 
surrounding forests. Today, its name is more often used when 
referring to the Soviet Union's potentially largest nuclear 
power plant, �09�at.ed 50 kilometres away. Snieckus, named 
after Antanas Sriieckus, the First Secretary of the Lithuanian 
Communist Party from 1940 to 1974 and friend of Stalin, is the 
artificial town formed to house the predominantly Russian 
workers at the power plant. Today Snieckus is dubbed the 
'Soviet enclave', a 'Soviet island in Lithuania' or a 'feudal
Soviet castle' .<208> 

The lgnalina NGS which began operation in 1984 is a virtual 
clone of the station at Chernobyl, using the same outdated 
and technically unsafe RBMK-type reactors which exploded 
at Chernobyl in 1986, leaving a legacy of disastrous effects 
all over · Europe. Lithuania is one country which has 
experienced problems caused by the Chernobyl fallout. For 
example, young children are given prescriptions for milk 
from "safe7, cows, referring to those which have not developed
leukaemia from the Chernobyl radioactivity .<209> 

According to an official Brief by the Kaunas Economics 
Institute (KEI) submitted to the Council of Ministers of the 
Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic, additional safety 
measures were incorporated into the two operating reactor
units of lgnalina after · the Chernobyl accident. However, 
with evidence of several fires in the station, the authors of 
the brief believe that the possibility of accidents cannot be
removed. <210> One fire broke out in September, 1988 in the
cable room of the second unit of the station, which increased
concern about another Chernobyl-type explosion.<211> 

Two of the planned four 1 500 MW reactors have been built
and are currently in operation. <212> The KEI argued strongly
208. 

209. 

210. 

211. 

212. 

Sinnig, C., 1990; 'Sni�kus: a Soviet enclave in Lithuania' in The Lithuanian 

Review; May 11, p.2 

LWC, 1989; p.4 (see note 1) 

KEI, 1988; p.16 (see note 187) 

Anon., 1988; 'Round the Clock Control' in Btidaes: vol.12(9), p.4 

L WC, 1989; p.5 (see note 1) 
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for an investigation into the continuing operation of the two reactors and that the construction of a third reactor should be terminated since it would place increased pressure on the environment.C213> The Chernobyl accident, which generated a 
wave of fear. across many . European countries, occurred during the construction of the third reactor. The accident and the outbreak of fires at the Ignalina plant, gave the Lithuanian Greens and the Lithuanian Reform Movement (Sqjudis) a focus for action, and the fear it had created gave them popular support. Experts warned of Ignalina's limited safety and 

"bl d . f (214) poss1 e es1gn aults. In 1988, a mass demonstration was 
organised and the construction was abandoned. This was a 
step forward for the Lithuanian people, but the numerous 
problems with the existing oper.ation still remain. 
Structural Dangers 

Nuclear plants outside the USSR use more reliable gas-cooled 
graphite reactors which are enclosed by a reinforced concrete 
shroud. This shroud can serve as part of the reactor 
encasement �hroud after about 30 years of reactor operation 
� th_us reducmg a decommissioning problem - one which will 
mev1tably face Lithuania since recycling is not possible with 
RBMK-type reactors.'215> 

The_ Chernobyl-style reactors used at Ignalina are no longer
use? m th_e West due to their susceptibility to explosions. High
accident nsk has been verified by the outbreak of numerous 
fires a! the �lant. Usual automatic controls and safety 
mechamsms are also absent from the Ignalina station. 
Consequently, safety relies on the staff who control the 
reactors manually. If an operating error occurs in a Western 
gas-cooled reactor, staff have six to seven hours to correct 
the situation before effects become critical. However a similar 
situation at Ignalina would leave staff with one 'minute to 
counteract the process.<216> 
Site Dangers 

No geological survey was conducted before the reactors were 
213. 

214. 

215. 

216. 

KEI, 1988; p.16 (see note 187) 

Anon., 1988; p.4 (see note 211) 

KEI, 1988; p.19 (see note 187) 

KEI, 1988; p.19 (see note 187) 
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constructed. It is feared that the Ignalina nuclear power station 
has been built on or near an active fault between two tectonic 
structures (Baltic syncline and Masurian-Byelorussian 
anticline). This susp1c1on is supported by observed 
differential settling of the foundations of both reactors. This 
necessarily increases the possibility of an explosion or 
radioactive . le�. According to the KEI, if Ignalina has been 
built on a fault then structural damage is unavoidable during 
its expected 25 years of service.<217> 

Seismic studies were also not carried o�t prior to 
construction. The designers of the plant considered the area 
to have a maximum earthquake intensity of 5 bales [Lith: 
balai· a unit of measurement] which meant that the structure 
did �ot need to be earthquake-resistant. However, geological 
information indicates that earthquakes over seven bales have 
occurred in the. area which could be hazardous for the Ignalina 
station. Nuclear generating plants are not allowed in areas 
with potential earthquakes of eight-bale intensity. On the 
basis of these problems, the KEI called for a seismic assessment 

e h . (218) program �or t e region. 
Environmental Consequences 

An operating nuclear power plant emits various 
radioisotopes into the environment with half-lives of 
hundreds and thousands of years. For example, surface run-off 
water from Ignalina, containing these long-lived 
radioisotopes, runs into the groundwater which in tum 
supplies drinking water to wells across the country. The KEI 
suggest that for this reason alone, the Ignalina NGS should 
not have been built.<219> 

The station has caused not only radioactive, but also chemical 
and thermal pollution. Rather than using the typical gas
cooling method of the West, the Ignalina plant uses water 
from the nearby Druksiai Lake to cool its system. When . the
water is pumped back into the lake it upsets the ecological 
equilibrium. The Botanical Institute of the Lithuanian 
Academy of Science has stated that, in 1987, varieties of oxygen 
217. KEI, 1988; p.16 (see note 187) 
218. KEI, 1988; p.17 (see note 187)
219. KEI, 1988; P.17 (see note 187) 
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and biomass producing phytoplankton bad decreased fromo:'1e hundred to. twenty species (including those eaten by fish)smce the operation of the plant began. The total biomass hadbeen reduced to one twentieth its original value.<220>
Most damage has occurred from the excessive heating ofthe lake. The station is required to restrict the watertemperatures to the regulatory limit of 24.3 degrees Celsiusand not exceed the biological limit of 28 degrees Celsius. Ifthe temperature does exceed this limit, the management mustshut down the station immediately. On particular days in

!uly 1988, th� temperature measured 30.1 degrees resultingm the destrucuon of cold-water fauna. It is practices such asthis which have led to allegations of poor management of thestati on.<221 > 
The chemical pollution carried in by the returning coolingwater �as . also had a detrimental effect. In panicular, sulphurcontamrnauon has led to growing 'lifeless zones' in the deeperparts of the lake and marshes have developed in the shallowareas. On the basis of this evidence, the KEI advocatedprecautionary measures to protect the Jake and its inhabitantsfrom further degradation. They conclude that it is imperativeto regulate the discharge of the cooling water into LakeDruksiai using available modem technology. The researchersalso concluded that the construction of a third reactor [nowabandoned] would destroy the lake entirely.<222>
On the basis of the information provided in the KEI Brief,the Lithuanian World Community Environmental Committeeand the Lithuanian Green Movement put forwardrecommendations to the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe Meeting on the Protection of theEnvironment, held in Sophia, Bulgaria, October 1989. They�dvocated the formation of an internationally supervisedmdependent commission to: 

220. 
221. 
222. 

a) investigate and repon on the design safety of theRBMK-type reactors, the operating and safetyprocedures and radioactive waste disposal methods;
KEI, 1988; P.18 (see note 187) 
KEI, 1988; P.18 (see note 187) 
l<El, 1988; P.18 (see note 187) 
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b) establish an instrumentation network and
program to monitor radioactive emissions from
Ignalina;
c) conduct a compre�ensi�e hydro-geologic
investigation to assess the mtegnty of the station at
its location,, and its potential to contaminate 
groundwater; 

. The two groups also recommended that t_he const�cuon of
additional reactors should be cancelled, which has smce been 
done.<223> 

The environmental consequences of the Ignalina nuclear 
power station are 'transboundary,<224> and theref�re of great
· ·fi ance An accident similar to the one which occurred s1gm 1c . 

b d · at Chernobyl would have conseque!1ces b�yond the oun anes
of Lithuania and indeed the Soviet Umon. The safety 3:11d
health of those who work at the _ station as well as the en!ire
Lithuanian - population are at risk due to the poor preparation, 
operation and management of the plant. 

As the Chernobyl example has shown, t�e po�sible effects
from an exp1osion would not be limited to L1thuama, but_ ra�er,
a large section of Europe could be affected.. The �ad1oact1ve
impact would not be restrict�d. temporally either, with effects
continuing for an estimated m1�um �f 50 years. Apparently,
most citizens outside the Baluc region are unaware of the 

• (225) danger that lgnahna poses. 
. . There are also the indigenous consequences mcludmg the 

contamination of the country's entire water:well supply 
��n�

the extinction of many species once found �n Lake J?ruks1a1.
It is these actual and potential problems which outweigh �ny
argument in suppon of the nuclear ge_nerating power stat10n,
panicularly if poor management contmued. · 

. Moscow has not been required to give any �xpl!nauon for
decisions regarding proposed industries and theu sues. . Fear
has been their means of implementation. However, m the 
case of Jgnalina, which began operations in 1984 (�n th� _eve
of the introduction of the 'perestroika' and 'glasnost pohc1es), 
223. LWC, 1989; P.7 (see note 1) 
224. LWC, 1989; p.5 (see note 1) 
225. LWC, 1989; p.3 (see note 1)
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it was argued that the nuclear process would be cheaper. 
This has been shown to be false by the attempted privatisation 
of the nuclear industry in the United States of America, where
it was found that a profit could not be made. <220> Also the cost
to the environment in the long term is much greater.<221> 

Gajauskaite argues that the economy should not be developed 
at the cost of ecology. She points out that production which 
exposes the population's health and genetic pool to a high 
risk, such as the nuclear power plant, is unacceptable. 
Gajauskaite suggests that such production is expanded in 
Lithuania not to generate profit for the republic, but to 
strengthen the centre - Moscow.<223> 
Snietkus: A Russian Suburb or Lithuania 

As with several other Soviet industries in Lithuania, the 
construction of the Ignalina nuclear power station led to a 
flood of Russian emigrants who took up employment at the 
plant. Many of these people were "invited" by Moscow as 
"specialists" needed for the operation of the plant. However, 
it is strongly suggested that these "invitations" panly aimed 
to subven the Lithuanian culture by incorporating Soviet 
sympathisers into the population as pan of the 'Russification' 
plan. · Ostensibly. the provision of equipment, raw materials 
and trained staff is a development of the Lithuanian economy. 
However, it is simply a transfer of polluting manufacturers 
to the Lithuanian republic creating debt problems and the 
transfer of pan of Russian population to an artificially creat�d 
infrastructure .<229> 

Thus the formation of the Russian "suburb" has generated 

226· Dr. Greenhill pers. comm. 
227 · Although it is essentially impossible to calculate the cost of the 

degradation of the natural environment in monetary terms, the argument
can still hold with those who see no cost in its destruction by using 
techniques which estimate clean-up costs for example, or estimates for 
new technologies or programmes which are neccessary due to unforeseen 
consequences of the destruction itself. 228· Gajauskaite, R., 1990; 'Ekologjos vieta Pertvarkoje' in Mokslas ir Gyvenimas;
no.2, February, p.3 (trans. Taskiinas, A.) Gajauskaite has the equivalent
of a Phd in Law. 

229· Gajauskaite, R., 1990; pp.3-4 (see note 228)
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many unexpected social problems. Firstly, the predominantly 
Russian inhabitants of the town do not identify with Lithuania 
and are largely unaware of the native culture. As well
provided for employees of Minatomenergoprom (Ministry for 
the Exploitation of Energy), they cannot identify with the 
newly independent Lithuania and their electorate supported 
the pro-Soviet Lithuanian Communist Party in the local 
elections of 1990.<230> The workers naturally support their 
providers. As employees of Minatomenergoprom their average 
wage is almost three times the Soviet average. 

According to Sinnig, although 15% of the people living in 
Snieckus would like to take part in the green movement, any 
further support has been diminished by the ima�e portrayed 
of their town by S!!Jiidis and the Lithua01an Greens. 
Lithuanians have tended to form a view of Snieckus as an 
"enemy village" and to refer to it with anger after its· "S · . 1 d" b th s <231 >representation as a ov1et 1s an y ose group . 
Subsequently, the Russians in Snieckus have been isolated 
physically and socially from Lithuanians. They are hated for 
two reasons; firstly, because of their support for an industry 
which has caused considerable pollution and secondly' for 
being colonists in their country. 

Many of the well-educated Russians that came to work at 
the nuclear station brought families with them. Their wives 
tended to also be well-educated, however they faced 
unemployment in the artificial town. Many men will also be

· d . f h 1 t <232> retrenched due to the compromise size o t e p an . 
Conclusion 

The oil refinery and the nuclear power station represe�t 
only a small portion of the environmental problems m 
Lithuania. However, they help to demonstrate the magnitude 
of the crisis and the problems facing the environmentalists 
who wish to improve the situation. Both have been subjects 
of criticism regarding poor management which, together with 
the cumbersome and secretive bureaucracy, is clearly 
responsible for the scale of the problem in Lithuania and 
230· Sinnig, C., 1990; p.2 (see note 208)
231. Sinnig, C., 1990; p.2 (see note 208)
232·

Sinnig, C., 1990; p.2 (see note 208) 
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other Soviet republics. The management of the industries 
li_es, ultimately, with the central ministry which is a mouth
p1ece of th� Co�uni�� �any, so, in the end, it is the political 
syslem which 1s cnt1c1sed. The environmental problems, 
represented by the case studies, have been a focus of concern 
f?r �e emergi�g pressure groups which aim to improve the 
s1_Luat1on bf usmg the political system. These groups will be
discussed m the following chapter. 

• The control room of the lgnalina Nuclear GeneratingStation. Although public pressure has successfully halved the plant's size, it is still of major concern forLithuanian en vironmen tal is ts.
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CHAPTER 4 

The Road to Change 

Emergence of Opposition 

The last few years have seen the emergence of various 
pressure groups, in Lithuania. Gorbachev's 'glasnost' 
(openness) and 'perestroika' (reform) have allowed a flow of 
information into Lithuania which is no longer so obviously 
falsified and distorted. This has, in tum, enabled an increased 
awareness among the people, especially the younger 
generation. It is the youth and the academics that are most 
vocal in S�udis (the reform movement) and the green 
movement. It is evident that in Soviet republics, such as 
Lithuania, that environmental values are inextricably linked 
to concern for ethnic identity and freedom of information 
and speech which forms the nationalistic movement.C233> 

The political and social changes have been dramatic, yet 
many activists remain suspicious of the intentions behind 
the reforms. Some restrictions on Lithuanian activities still 
remain, iP.Ipeding the complete implementa�ion of the 
concepts of autonomy and openness espoused by President 
Gorbachev. 

What remains are Soviet-imposed regimes, Soviet 
tanks, an imported Soviet ideology, over 40 years of 
dictatorship, exploitation, cultural distortion and an 
eco.logical disaster.c234> 

Thus the groups remain in opposition to the State and its 
policy of internationalism, which is essentially still in force. 

Before the nation can regain its independent stature, there 
are several obstacles in the path of the newly-elected 
Lithuanian government. The Soviet Union, although taking 
positive steps toward joining the market systemc235> and 
233· Redclift, M., 1989; pp.180,182 (see note 100)
234· Anon., 1989; in ELIA, 1989; no.5(365), p.13
235. Although aiming to completely join the market system, Gorbachev does not

have plans for a multi-party system with democratic elections. There
will be some elections, however the Communist Party will continue to be 
the main party and Gorbachev thinks it should stay that way. 

Masanauskas, J., pers. comm.
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advocating more autonomy for the republics, remains adamant 
that Lithuania should remain in the Soviet Union. 

Following Lithuania's declaration of independence in March 
1990, preliminary talks with Moscow began in October. The 
declaration pre-empted new Soviet legislation which will give 
Gorbachev more extensive powers as President.'236> Gorbachev 
promised m�re autonomy for Lithuania providing they support 
the economic plan for the Baltics which requires them to 
remain pan of the Soviet Union. For Gorbachev, any break 

· from the Soviet Union will lead to disunity.<237> Gorbachev's
announcement that he intends to give the republics more
po�er, h�s been met with suspicion by the Lithuanian people.
It 1s beheved that the announcement aimed onJy to appease
them .<238> 

One of the major hindrances facing the environmental
movement is a lack of measuring instruments that would make
it easier to prove that industries are polluting more than the
minimum standards.

Al�ougb glasnost is allowing environmental groups to 
spnng up all over the country and the publication of a 
highly critical Green's newspaper, Lithuania lacks the 
technology to measure the damage caused by industry, 
cars that still use heavily-leaded fuel and pesticide 
overkill in the fields. Instead, scientists resort 10

theoretical paper calculations to judge how critical 
certain situations have become.c239> 

The two most significant groups to emerge have been the 
S\judis and the Lithuanian greens. The green movement 
essentially sprung from the reform movement and both exist 
as representation of the concern for the environment and 
�e nature of society. A swell of opinion in the country has 
given mass support to the groups who are using the political 
system to effect further changes . According to Sovietofogist
and demographer, Murray Feshbach, 'ecology .. .is politicizing 
the population throughout the country•.<240J 

236· Masanauskas, J., 1990; 'Going for Broke' in Jauzinios, no.27, April, p.4237· Mahnauskas, J. pers. comm.
238· SBS World News, 20.11.90
239· Lithuanian World Community (LWC), 1989; p.3 (see notel)
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• After 48 years of foreign domination, the Lithuanian
national flag was hoisted publicly once again in Kaunas,
on October · 9, 1988. Thousands of Lithuanians were
there to witness the historic even�.

240· Bogert, C., 1990; p.16 (see note 164) 
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The Reform Movement 

Sajudis is an umbrella group with around 200,000 members. 
Some members of the groups are also members of other more 
specific groups. The movement gives support for 
restructuring, advocates national rifhts and interests and
promotes environmental concerns.< � 1 > The group aims to 
achieve these goals through the ruJe of law.<242> Environmental 
protest has been a focus for Swudis, who have been equally 
concerned with finding alternatives to. the centrally planned 
system.c243l Among its founding members are intellectuals who 
bravely spoke out against environmental problems in pre
Gorbachev times.<244> 

The support for social and political reform in Lithuania was 
demonstrated at the first relatively free elections to the 
Congress of the USSR People's Deputies and the Lithuanian 
supreme soviet parliament in March, 1989 and February, 1990 . 
. In the elections to the Lithuanian government on February 
24, 1990, Sajudis and Sajudis-backed candidates won 72 of 90 
seats filled, with 51 seats to be determined by run-off elections 
in March, 1990. The pro-independence Lithuanian Communist 
Party (after its break from the USSR Communist Party) won 
twenty-two seats, thirteen of them with the support of Sajiidis. 
The Social Democrats won nine seats and the Greens and the 
Christian Democrats won two seats each.c245> 

These victories have given hope to the people of Lithuania 
who are now more confident of their prospects for 
independence. With confidence that they will able to make 
decisions about their society, the people are being more 
outspoken on issues such as independence and the 
environmental crisis. For example, in 1988, thousands of 
people from all three Baltic republics joined hands along the 
coastline, singing folk songs and demanding that the heavily 

241. Baltic News, June 1989; vol.xv, no.2(62), p.2 
242· Malanauskas, J., 1990; 'Beyond the 1990's' in Jauzinios: no.26, January, 

p.5
243

· Redclift, M., 1989: p.177 (see note 233)
244

· Ma!anauskas, J., 1990; p.4 (see note 242)
245

· Anon., 1990; 'Sl!.iiidis Candidates Score Big Election Victory: A Major Step

Toward Independence' in ELTA. 1990: no.2(375), p.3
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f <246> It is only polluted Baltic be saved for future genera ions. since the political changes that such. a prote�t �ould t�keplace. This has been aided by the 1Dcrease ID mformat1onmade available. 
The Green Movement 

Th Lithuanian Greens are part of the restructuring movementan; have helped' give that movement added · support. T:eermanent crisis of culture has nourished concern about . t e �cological crisis<247> which has led to a desire to find alternatives 
to the centralised system. The group . has had some �uccess. in protesting against various environmentall� �magmgro rams. For example, a demonstration orgamsed ID 1988p re!ented the construction of a third react?r (to �e followe_d� a fourth) at the Ignalina Nuclear Generatmg Station: Pubhc/ osition also forced the authorities to recons1_der t.he��lo ical feasibility of drilling for oil off t�e L1thu_a�1an e g P 1 C248) Nationwide ecological act1v1sts coast, near a anga. • . . 1989 (249> managed to shut down 240 polluting enterpnses ID 

• · Ecology has increasingly become a major issu_e . �t. elections, with more people taking advantage of voti�g ehg1b1ht!. P�llsShow that ' the environment is the most important issue or1 . (250) voters in many of the local e ecllons. 
The green movement, facilitated by the political �han�es, 

poses problems in orthodox Marxist anal�s1s, [It];:mind[s] us that ecological politcics . c�no\
2]1

\mply be understood in terms of Western aplla ism. 
The Greens in Lithuania highlight the . proc�J�m�s ;/1�environmental issues pose for orthodox Marxism. gu ,in 'The Conversion' in Chapter 1 and 'Environ?Iental , Effe�ts in Chapter 2, Marxist theory did not take the notion of carrymg 

246. Anon., 1988; in Bridges; vol.12(9), 1988, p.5
. 247. Extract from an extensive letter to President Gorbach�v sign� on

November 2, 1987 by concerned people from Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia. Cited in IDA. 1988; no.5(351), p.8

248. Nahaylo, B. and Swoboda, V., 1990;p.267 (see note 96)
249. Bogert, c., 1990; p.16 (see note 164)
2SO. Bogert, c., 1990; p.16 (see note 164)
2Sl. Redclift, M., 1989; p.182 (see note 233) 
252. Redclift, M., 1989; p.177 (see note 233)
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capacity' into account. For Marx, nature's supply was infinite.So, any attack on the government regarding the state of theenvironment is necessarily an attack on the centralised systemwhich was forged in Marxist theory. Both the groups, and indeed many others, have a high levelof involvement from the intelligentsia. The Writers'.Historians' and Artists' Associations, for example, demonstratethe previously made argument of their significance tomovements. The processes which �ilenced many of theintelligentsia (now partially lifted) impeded the development of movements. Leopold Ozolinsb, · a Latvian physician, explains;'We are in a state of ruin, and no one is left to protest'. Itappears that 'most of the people with brains' were executed,deported or bought out by the govemment.<253> Such people,as the basis of a green movement, were previously prohibitedfrom arousing public concern but with public opinionpermitted (to a certain extent) their contribution has beensignificant. 
Other Opposition Other groups and parties involved in active opposition tothe State include, Lithuanian Freedom League, LithuanianHelsinki Group, Catholic Committee for the Defence of theRights of Believers, Chronicle of the Catholic Church inLithuania,  Lithuanian National-Democratic Movement,Lithuanian Workers' Association, Committee to Rescue PoliticalPrisoners and Lithuanian Human Rights Association. The Lithuanian Freedom League began unofficially in 1978and began public opposition in July 1988. The League's mainobjective is the re-establishment of national independencein a confederation with free European states.<254> They advocateeconomic sovereignty for Lithuania and making Lithuanianthe official language of the republic.<255> In their opinion,Lithuania cannot be sovereign while still annexed to the SovietUnion. Thus the evacuation of the Soviet troops is a top priority .<256> The Freedom League is Sajudis' non-communist

253· Vesilind, P.J., 1990; 'The Baltic Nations' in National Geographic:vol.178(5), November, p.10 254· Baltic News, June 1989; p.6 (see note 241) 255· Baltic News, June 1989; p.6 (see note 241)
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rival. Although espousing many similar views as the reform 
movement, the League engages in more radical tactics which 
has not aided popular support. It must be added, however, 
that the League is important in the process of change since it 
exerts pressure on Sajudis to take a more radical path.<257> 

The frustration .. , felt by the Lithuanians at a continuing Red 
Army presence� was expressed through a demonstration 
recently. The procession made its way to the military base 
in Vilnius to protest against the Red Army presence and 
conscription of Lithuanians. Hundreds of men threw their 
conscription cards over the locked gate. The demonstration 
ended in violence.'258> This is indicative of the constant tension 
in the republic and the significant amount of power that the 
centre still holds over the republics. 

The Lithuanian Helsinki Group, founded in 1976, and the 
Lithuanian Human Rights Association, founded in 1988, are 
concerned with the Human rights situation in the country. 
The latter point to the necessity to inform the world about 
the situation. The Catholic groups have aimed to publicise 
the situation of the Catholic Church and to have the ban on 
worship removed.<259> The ban was lifted in the mid-1980s and 
was symbolised by the return of the 14th Century Vilnius 
Cathedral in October, 1988, which had been converted into an 
art museum in 1950.<260> 

The Lithuanian National-Democratic Movement is an 
umbrella group for various dissident movements. Its objectives 
include the release of political prisoners, full freedom of 
religion and expression, status to the native language and 
.opposition to the expansion of nuclear energy in the USSR.'261> 
The Lithuanian Democratic Party was founded later, in July, 
1989. Its most immediate goal is the restoration of independence 

256· Anon., 1989; 'Lithuanian Freedom League Calls for Withdrawal of Soviet

Troops' in fil.IA, 1989; no.1(361), p.14 
257· Malanauskas, J., 1990; p.6 (see note 242)
258. SBS World News, 20.11.90
259· Baltic News, June 1989;, p.6 (see note 241)
260· Anon., 1988; 'Lithuanian Cathedral Returned' in Bridges, 1988; vol.12(10),

p.10
261. Baltic News, June 1989; p.6 (see note 241)
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through parliamentary struggle.'262> 
Anothe� group, the Independent Workers' Association, was 

foun?ed m July 1988. The main political goal is independence 
but. it also defends workers' rights in the many Soviet factories. 
It_ 1s t?ought that the Association will be the basis for a
L1thuaman Labor Party .'263> 

Th� fac_t th_at _these groups have been able to form and protest
pubhcl� is .s��ficant, but perhaps even more so is the content
of �heir criticisms. They are generally outspoken against the 
Soviet system. Such public opposition would never have been 
tokrated before 1985 and execution, deportation or political
arrest would have resulted. 
Glasnost, but no perestroika! 

Th� _recent �olitical changes have lifted some of the
r�stnctions which have frustrated the Lithuanian people 
srnce 1940. It has been argued that without those changes 
�e S�fidis would not have formed. It would have bee; 
1mpos.s1ble. One of the S�udis leaders explained that 'people 
were angry yet completely silent because of fear. ,<264> 

�he lifting of restrictions has created a political environment 
which has a�commodated l�e fo�ation of the various pressure 
groups men_uoned . �nd their public demonstrations. Referring 
to the _vanou� cltlzen groups and green unions throughout
the Soviet Umon, Bogert remarked that; 

The new movements have mobilized grandmothers, 
peas�ts, : wortcers and children and confronting 
authonty 1s no longer the preserve of a few Moscow·· 
dissidents.<265'

-

��wever, there is still much condemnation of any . outspoken 
cnttcs and the framework of coercion still exists. This has 
aroused suspicion among the people of Lithuania. (The 
262" Anon., 1989; 'New Political Parties in Lith�ania'; in ELIA, 1989;

no.10(370), p.10263· Anon., 1989 , in ELTA 10(370); p.10 (see note 262)
264· Juozaitis, A., 1988; quoted in Mann, A., 1988; 'Lithuanians Lift their

Heads' in The New Leader, December 12 and cited in ELTA. 1989· 
no.1(361), p.17

-- ' 
26S. B C 9 ogert, ., I 90; p.16 (see note 164)
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restrictions that remain will be discussed later in this chapter). 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the restrictions and the fear of 
breaking those restrictions together with the threat of 
continued Soviet occupation, distracted the Lithuanian 
population from environmental issues. Lennart Meri, Estonia's 
new foreign minister, explains; 

When· you. shti't people's mouths so they cannot talk, 
when you close their eyes by forbidding them to travel, 
when you plug their ears by jamming airwaves, the 
population becomes very passive. In this condition, 
when people don't care, it seems as if nature herself 
reacts: Fields produce less wheat, forests die of 
pollution, fouled rivers catch fire. The entire society 
degrades.<266> 

With the prospect of independence a reality, the new groups 
are also able . to take environmental issues on board, since 
they are more confident that Lithuanians will control fut�re
decisions affecting the environment rather than the Soviet 
Union. 

These two .major concerns, preservation of cultural identity 
or independence and environmental problems , have coincided 
and complemented each other. That is to say, while it could 
be argued that the policy of openness has increased awareness 
of environmental issues and thus facilitated the formation of 
organised opposition, the prospect of independence that h!s
arisen following the political changes has strengthened this 
opposition and environmental issues �ave been a fo�us for 
the continued criticism of the centralised system which has 
denied Lithuania the right to make decisions about such issues. 
Environmental issues, then, have been the source and 
sustenance of opposition to the centralised system. 

The resolution of the Lithuanian Writers' Association, 
mentioned in Chapter 3, is an example of this extremely vocal 
concern about the environment. The writers challenged 
totalitarian control by the Soviet Union and called for the 
formation of grass roots bodies to monitor violations against 
nature in their country. They believe that, although the 
government is active in solving problems of war and peace, 

266· Vesilind, PJ., 1990; p.10 (see note 253)
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'it lags in the protection of nature, all plans and resolutions 
are still carried out very slowly, and sometimes are even 
sabotaged. ,<267> So, the Soviet administration firstly ignored 
environmental issues and later, when plans were made, their 
implementation was hindered by the ongoing bureaucratic 
process. 

The resolution declared that the Soviet govemment.'s policy 
of 'production for production's sake, harvest for harvest's 
sake' was actualJy criminal and has been defined by the United 
Nations resolutions as colonial economic management.<268> The 
group, frustrated with the government's short-sightedness 
explain that the government has been repeating a fallacy 
for a long time, 

the economy must be economical, while forgetting 
that only a production that justifies itself ecologically 
can be effective and humane.<269> 

The association agreed to several necessary steps to improve 
the environmental situation. They resolved to form ecological 
monitoring units to consist mainly of 'writers, scientists, 
journalists, and other members of th.e creative 
intel ligentsia. ,<270> This demonstrates the earlier point 
regarding the significance of the intelligentsia for an 
environmental movement. Clearly, such people are considered 

· valuable to the movement because of their status in society
and the authority with which they can make allegations.

The next stated task of the resolution was to urge the
government of· the· republic to enable the monitoring groups
to publicise their observations. The third aim was to ensure
that a large number of the creative intelligentsia involv-ed in
environmental protection be included in the activities of the
Committee for the Protection of Nature, following its
reorganisation. They argued that,

267. 

268. 

269. 

270. 

it is time to change the improper arrangement 
whereby the executives of the _agro-industrial complex 

Lithuanian Writers' Association, 1988; 'Resolution on Ecology' in fil.IA, 

no. 4(350), p.5 
Lithuanian Writers' Association, 1988; p.6 (see note 267) 

Lithuanian Writers' Association, 1988; p.6 (see note 267) 

Lithuanian Writers' Association, 1988; p.6 (see note 267) 
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also act as chairmen of the raion [regional] 
organizations of the Society for the Protection of 
Nature, because this way the polluter becomes the
only controller of his activity .c27 > 

The State Committee for Environmental Protection (for the 
whole Soviet Union), set up in 1988, is another organisati�n 
with enforcem.en't . problems due to the make-up . o_f �ts
membership. The staff are drawn primarily from m1mstnes 
in charge of many of the worst pollu_ting ent�r�ri�es.
Technically the committee has equal status with the mmistnes, 
but it must operate with a much smaller budget, fe�er 
personnel and less power. Without an effective body to mom�or 
Pollution and enforce legislation, the people of the republics 

(272f l . d h" must campaign alone. Valdas Adamkus a so recognise t is 
disparity between policy and impleme�tation. �or example, 
the committee had no legal or pracucal authonty to force 
municipalities to set up water-treatment facilities: He arg�es
that the committee, being mostly concerned with pro�ectmg 
game and setting up forest reserves,. was not involve? m t�e
direct protection of the natural environment. The md�stnal 
polluters, says Adamkus, were allo":ed to act �s they wished. 
There were no environmental pohcy constramts placed on 
them.'273> 

The fourth 
for public 
information 
catastrophe. Fifthly, it was agreed that energy should be 

point made in the resolution focuses on the need 
awareness of air pollution and immediate 

to inhabitants of an area near any kind of 

directed toward ending the arbitrary concentration of 
industrial enterprise by the union ministries, an aim supported 
by the republic government. Finally, an invitation to all the 
creative intelligentsia to write about nature and its 

• (274) protecuon. 
Despite the ability to. voice oppos�ti_on �o t�e C�mmunist

government and its environmental pohcies m Lithuania, there 
is still evidence that the central government does not intend 

271. 

272. 

273. 

274. 

Lithuanian Writers' Association, 1988; p.6 (see note 267) 
Bogert, C., 1990; p.17 (see note 164) 
Drunga, M., 1989; (see note 189) 
Lithuanian Writers Association, 1988; pp.6-7 (see note 267) 
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to allow the nation to have complete autonomy. Glasnost and 
perestroika are widely supported by the various pressure 
groups, however, the policies have not been put into practice 
effectively. In terms of the environment, the changes bring 
another obstacle. According to Adamkus, although glasnost 
and perestroika have brought more honesty, 

there's also the imperative to loosen up their society's 
productive forces, to make and save money, and that 
means economic considerations take precedence over
ecological ones.'275>

A lengthy letter was presented to President Gorbachev, 
signed by concerned people from the three Baltic republics. 
In the letter, they acknowledged their support for perestroika 
but point to the fact that preventing those who think 
differently to organise public meetings and reserving 
information to the regime media does not represent 'openness'. 
Since it is argued that reconstruction will remain within the 
limits of communism, the letter asserts that this negates 
Gorbachev's principles of democracy, openness and new 
thinking. They add that despite perestroika, the apparatus of 
coercion is maintained through large numbers of Red army 
troop�. KGB agents and special army units for internal 
affairs.<21

6>
Such suspicions are supported by Gorbachev's recent 

announcement that the Baltic republics will suffer harsh 
consequences if they refuse to sign a new Union Treaty that 
would keep them in the Soviet Union. For Moscow, independent 
armies will not be tolerated and drafting to the Red Army will
continue.<211> The suspicions were upheld futher by the attacks
on the Lithuanian people by the Red army in January, 1991, 
while the world's attention was distracted by the war in the 
persian Gulf. 

Kondrotas, a young Lithuanian prose writer, argued in 1987 
that many criticisms of the system remained outside the 
borders of the glasnost policy. He suggests that after all 
prisoners are free and people can speak openly about anything 
275· Druoga, M., 1989; p.28 (see note 189)
276

• ELTA, 1988; no.5(351), p.6 (see note 247)
277· ABC Radio News, 3.12.90
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(when there really is openness), then, 
let us wait some fifty years to allow people to recover, 
get used to it all, and stop being afraid. Then it will . G b h I 

l . (278) be possible to measure or ac ev s rea importance. 
· Such opinion embodies the suspicion many Lithuanians have

about Gorbachev's sincerity. The significance of the reforms
must not be forgotten, yet neither should the practices which
continue to contradict them. Blackmail, threats and physical
coercion still exist,

but we are conquesting the fears ... We have taken the 
first step - we have named the objects of our fear and 
they have become smaller.<279> 

The exercise of grass roots pressure has nudged the central 
bureaucrats toward a new understanding of the country's 
natural assets and the wants of the people. 'The only way the 
republic can save its environment is if it takes matters into 
its own hands.,<280> 

And right now, people power offers the best hope 
the So.viet Union has for coming to grips with its 
environmenial mess.<231 > 

If the power of the people is successful in regaining 
independence for Lithuania, which is hoped to be within two 
years, the environment is likely to remain an issue of priority. 
The groups, like many environmentalist around the world, 
are looking back to different perce:R}ions . of nature such . as
that held by the pagan Lithuanians. < > With a new percepuon, 
although possibly never in harmony to the extent of the 
traditional people, Lithuanians hope to radically change the 
way their society has been organised and the values on which 
it has been based for the last fifty years. 

Adamkus believes that the ecological crisis in Lithuania 

278. 

279. 

280. 

281. 

282. 

Kondrotas, S. T., 1987, quoted in Akira�iai, February, 1987 and cited in 
Bl.IA, 1987; no.6(338), p.9 
Juozaitis, A., 1988; 'Officials Obstruct Restructuring Movement' in 

Sajiidfio Zinios, July, 1988 and cited in filJ:A. 1988; no.9(356), p.9 
Drunga, M., 1989; p.28 (see note 189) 
Bogert, C., 1990; p.21 (see note 164) 
Starhawk, 1990; p.75 (see note 11) 
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can be turned around if serious steps are taken immediately.He suggests that the republic's government should showleadership . and force industrie:s to clean ug their productionprocesses m order to salvage the situation.< 3> 
Questions regarding who owns the factories in Lithuaniahave already been asked. Moscow claims that the factoriesbelong to them and hopes to retain full control over them.Mafanauskas argues that the agricultural sector is 'welldeveloped and could be modified for export.''284> Because of itsobsession with the economy, it is likely that the new Lithuaniangovernment will continue to run many of the industries.However, its aim is to improve management and thereforereduce environmental impact. 

Conclusion 

This book sought to examine the relationship betweenpolitics, culture and the environment in Lithuania. From theanalysis, it has been shown that politics has been the mostinfluential, having an impact on culture and nature. Thepolitical system in Lithuania has changed the fundamentalba�i� of. Lithuanian society through officially changing therehg10n m 1387 and by attempting to suffocate their culture�nd CTeating a soviet nation in 1940. The central governmentm Moscow also aimed to industrialise as quickly as possible inorder to secure a powerful position in world politics. In doingso, the Lithuanian environment suffered greatly and due tothe . fear instilled in the people, no opposition to theenvuonmental destruction was publicly voiced. With a bac�ground �f c�re for the land, Lithuanian peoplewere fore�� mto a snuation where they could not practisethese tradn1onal methods of farming or new methods whichdid not break with their perception of nature. The culturalchanges are strongly connected to the environmentalco�sequen�es. Both are a result of the policies of the Soviet�mon which were a part of he overall policy of union andmterdependence, and internationalisation. The Bolsheviksaimed to create a new society based on communism and now their power in relation to the rest of the world rests with th;
283

" Drunga. M., 1989; p.35 (see note 189) 
284· Malanauskas, J., 1990; p.4 (see note 242) 
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Union retammg its unity. Thus, the central government 
remains adamant that the republics should not be independent. 
Moscow continues to place obstacles, in the form of physical 
coercion and political and economic embargoes, in the path 
of the new Lithuanian government, the reform movement 
and the Lithuanian Greens who are attempting to restore 
full independence ·and clean . up the environment . 

• The Kurish Sandspit (pictured), a thin finger of sandy
beach separating the Kurish Lagoon from the Balti<; Sea.

Soviet plans to drill for oil in the area were halted

after Lithuanian protests in 1986-7 (see page 74)
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